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About riverrun

Who started riverrun, and when?
 The UCCS student literary and arts journal, riverrun, began in 1971 when 
Dr.	C.	Kenneth	Pellow	became	the	first	faculty	advisor.	The	first	riverrun journal 
was published during that year but did not become an annual tradition at UCCS 
until the 1980s. For the last 40 years, it has been published and circulated at the 
end	of	every	spring	semester	and	showcases	the	fiction,	poetry,	nonfiction,	and	
art created by UCCS students.

Why “riverrun”?
 Dr.	Pellow	and	his	first	group	of	students	working	on	the	campus	literary	
and arts journal decided to name the journal riverrun in	honor	of	the	first	word	
in	James	Joyce’s	Finnigans Wake. The book’s innovative style of combining 
words and reinventing the English language represents the paradoxical 
necessities of merging differences and continually changing. The book is also 
written cyclically, with the very last line feeding back into the book’s opening 
word.	This	fluid,	cyclical	nature	implies	that	both	convergence	and	divergence	
from the norm are vital for survival.
 Since it is not capitalized in Finnegans Wake, the word “riverrun” is not 
capitalized in the journal or any documents associated with the journal.

How is it published?
 This journal is made possible through funding provided by the UCCS 
Student Government Association. Published each spring, riverrun generally 
accepts submissions in the fall of each year. For more information, please 
contact the UCCS English Department, or visit the website at: 
http://www.uccs.edu/student-activities/riverrun.html



Letter from the Editors
 Since it began, the riverrun	Student	Literary	and	Arts	Journal	has	given	the	
students of UCCS an opportunity to showcase their work in a distinctive way. This 

journal has always been centered on the unique student body of UCCS and we are 

proud to carry on that tradition with this 43rd edition.The production of the 2015-2016 

riverrun is unique in that a whole class of students participated in its making. This 

year’s publication displays the immense amount of talent among our students, not 

only the talent of those who contributed to the journal but also of those who worked 

tirelessly to put it together. We are proud to share this journal with our readers.

           As you read through this year’s journal, you will notice a few unique elements 

in our design. The nature of Colorado represents something special to all students 

who attend UCCS, and we wanted to acknowledge this. We chose to accentuate the 

essence of our state through a vivid watercolor splash, pulling in hues of purple, blue, 

and green to mimic the organic, natural feel of Colorado itself. An additional feature 

to our journal is the editorial introduction: a brief interpretation each selection 

committee crafted to describe the genre that follows. This year’s design has been 

carefully curated for your enjoyment.

           Finally, we would like to thank each student for sharing their creativity with us. 

We are humbled to be able to print such talent in our journal this year. Within these 

pages	you	will	find	beautiful	art	crafted	with	words,	captured	with	cameras,	and	

created with physical objects. We are proud to present each and every one of these 

pieces to you. We hope you enjoy them as much as we do.

Sincerely,
Madeleine Binkley, Editor-in-Chief

Lynn Draper, Art Editor
Celina Fumo, Literary Editor

Megan Robinder, Technical Editor
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Editorial Introduction: Fiction  

 Once	upon	a	time,	someone	wrote	down	the	first	story.	This	was	not	a	story	of	fact,	
but	of	fiction.	Of	imagination.	Since	then,	stories	born	from	imagination	have	varied	and	
expanded into the modern genre of the short story.
	 Humans	have	been	telling	stories	throughout	history,	from	the	first	folk	tales	to	the	
more recent convention of the novel. Even Plato, when he laid down his famous “Allegory 
of	the	Cave,”	was	delving	into	the	realm	of	fiction	to	create	a	new	experience,	a	new	world	of	
possibility. Fiction is an experience outside of ourselves, the world of a story like living a life 
outside our own. 
 The short story, made popular by the likes of Virginia Woolf and Edgar Allan Poe, has 
added	more	flavor	to	the	art	of	fiction.	Most	notable	for	their	brevity,	short	stories	are	able	to	
deliver plots concisely and often leave emotional impacts.
	 In	this	section	you	will	find	stories	that	transport	you	into	new	lives	and	that	exhibit	
the	intricate	craft	that	is	fiction.	Each	story	was	selected	for	its	compelling	characters,	
engaging	plots,	and	powerful	ability	to	showcase	the	art	of	storytelling.	Journey	with	us	
through these pages and meet unlikely strangers, unforgettable friends, and lives worth 
reading	again	and	again.	We	are	showing	you	not	what	fiction	should	be,	but	what	it	can
be—illustrations of human possibility.

Celina Fumo
Crystal Hinrichsen

Hannah Osborn
Sarah Penick

Sarah Raymond
E. Sterling Sylvester

The Fiction Selection Committee
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Heartleaf 
Nicole Taylor

 There is something so rewarding about watching the sunrise. The anticipation of 
the coming color. The excitement as it starts to peak over the horizon. The amazement at 
the colors that erupt over. And each day it’s different. The colors. The time it happens. It all 
varies on the time of year and what the night lays to rest. If the night is restless, and is forced 
to stay silent, the morning that follows is usually an explosion of oranges and yellows. If 
however, the night lays itself to rest, the morning blooms with pinks and purples. One can 
never quite tell what the morning will bring.
	 A	pitter	patter	alerts	me	to	the	waking	occupants	of	the	house.	Judging	by	the	
rustling	of	fabric	and	the	sliding	of	feet	I	can	tell	that	Tera	has	risen	first	with	the	deplorable	
family monster, Mr. Mittens. I never understood hate until I met Mr. Mittens. I swear he’s 
evil	masquerading	around	in	fluffy	lies.	Ever	since	the	day	he	got	here	he’s	been	nothing	but	
trouble. Knocking stuff off of tables, climbing curtains, getting on counters, gnawing on my 
foliole. Vile little thing.
 Returning my attention to the sun I anticipate the sounds of breakfast. The sun is 
half up now, a semicircle of radiance. Various shades of orange and yellow spill across the 
land, hues of amarillo and cantaloupe. The night surely did not rest. The rays peer into the 
window	and	fill	me	with	energy.	The	brilliance	of	the	colors	seep	into	my	being	and	spreads	
through and across me. It is the only sensation I know, but that does not make it any less 
wonderful.  
 Once the sun is an orb just above the horizon, I switch views to watch Tera. She 
dons her usual light blue robe that reminds me of a cloud. Her russet curls unclaimed by the 
brush,	and	her	face	is	still	naked	from	the	shower.	At	the	sink,	she	fills	up	her	flower-shaped	
watering can to about its halfway mark. Approaching, she smiles; it doesn’t reach her eyes 
like usual. She pours the water over me, the liquid soaking down and through me. Returning 
to the kitchen, she doesn’t start cooking, doesn’t even plug the coffee pot in. I notice a large 
glass bottle sits on the table in front of her, an arm’s reach away. The bottle wears a black 
sticker in the shape of a square, its amber liquid low, a sight I haven’t seen in years. A sense 
of uneasiness settles in me.
 Heavy thumping draws my attention to the staircase. Dionis emerges from the 
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hallway. I never liked Dionis. Much like Mr. Mittens, he was a guest of which I personally did 
not approve. He was lazy, brutish, and obnoxious.  His pretty face is probably what helped 
him worm his way in her heart because, despite his apparent uselessness, he holds the 
title of Boyfriend. I always thought she could do much better. Especially considering the 
way he treats her. He always seems to be looking for a way to get away with something, 
whether it be eating the last of her favorite ice cream or not taking out the trash.  These little 
discrepancies started out as forgivable, but developed into constant arguments. They fought 
almost every day about something stupid.
 He stretches and releases an unnecessarily loud yawn.  
 “Hey babe.” He moves toward her, obviously not noticing the bottle quite yet.
 “Don’t give me that crap, Dionis.” She looks so tired. Large bags hang under her usually 
bright cobalt eyes, pulling her patience down.
	 “What	crap,	babe?”	He	flashes	her	his	‘million	dollar’	smile,	his	ivory	tusks	fitting	
neatly	in	the	fleshy	pink	flaps	he	calls	lips.	She	scoots	the	bottle	forward	and	his	tusks	
disappear, retreating into the meat cave. His face falls but for an instant before a more 
atrocious plastic smile plasters itself across his maw.
 “What exactly is this?”
 “Oh babe, I was just going to surprise you with some Bratwursts. I’ve heard it brings 
out	the	flavor	if	you	soak	them	in	Jack	Daniels	first,	you	know	like	beer	brats.”	Though	his	
pretty face has gotten him this far, I doubt it can get him out of this one.  It’s the way he holds 
himself, so sure that he can wriggle out of this, that gives him away. 
 “You must have made so many brats then, since the bottle is almost empty.” 
 “Babe, it’s not like that.” A sharp pinch redirects my attention to my left. Mr. Mittens is 
next to me, casually chewing on my petiole. Tera notices and comes over, brushing the foul 
beast away with her hand.
 “Don’t lie to me, Dion.” She walks back to the table.
 “Babe, look, I’ll call into work so we can talk about this.”  
	 “We’ve	discussed	this	before.”	Judging	by	the	evenness	of	her	voice,	the	way	she	
levels it when she speaks, I can tell that her patience is running thin.  
 “Come on, babe.” Approaching her, he outstretches his big meaty arms, attempting to 
pull her into an embrace. She steps back.
 “No. Don’t touch me, not right now.”
 “Baby, don’t be like that.”
 “Don’t you turn this on me!” Her patience shatters, his act of innocence breaking it 
into a thousand pieces.  
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 Another sharp sensation distracts me. Mr. Mittens is vigorously taking small bites out 
of my petals, tearing leafy bits away and chewing on them like gum.  
 “Mittens NO!”  He scatters, dashing off the windowsill and sprinting up the stairs like 
a bolt of furry lightning.
 “This whole thing isn’t my fault, Dionis! You’re the one who brought it in. Not me.”
 “This whole this is just a big misunderstanding. You’re just overreacting.”
 “Overreacting? Really. That’s what you think I’m doing?”
 “I don’t think it, I know it. This?” He grabs the bottle and holds it up. “Isn’t a big deal.” 
 “To you it may not be! But a good majority of my life says otherwise.”
 “It’s not my fault you have no self-control.” Her jaw drops, shock evident on her face. 
I know he’s a jerk but I can’t really believe he just said that either. He has no idea what she 
went	through.	No	concept	of	how	difficult	it	was	for	her.
 “Excuse me?” Tears linger on the edge of her eyes, her voice quavering.  
 “You heard me.”  His tone challenging.  
 She approaches him, hand open, palm aimed for his stubbled cheek.  A loud smack 
echoes through the house, silence closing in rapidly. His chest rises and falls, rises and 
falls, the quickness increasing each second. It’s like the calm before a storm, quiet and still, 
building up before it explodes into fury.
 A sudden tug diverts my attention for a moment; the mongrel has returned. He 
seems to have a new sense of purpose as he starts taking larger more consistent bites out 
of my foliage. He now seems to think that I’m an all-you-can-eat buffet. His paws outstretch 
and bat at the nearest leaves that have yet to be eaten. The pain is immense, but I can’t take 
my focus off of Tera. I hate seeing her like this. She’s endured enough.
	 “You	want	this	to	go	there?	Well	fine	then.	Let’s	go.”	She	raises	her	hand	again,	before	
he shoves her away. She stumbles back, bumping into one of the kitchen chairs, grabbing 
onto the table for support.    
 “We were already here, Tera! It’s the fact that you can’t control anything about 
yourself! Not your problems, not your emotions, not even your damn cat!”
 “Oh I can’t control myself? Says the one who brought the bottle into this house in the 
first	place.	I	told	you	when	we	started	this	relationship	that	I	had	one	rule.	One	fucking	rule!	
No alcohol in this house!”
 “So this is all my fault? I can’t have one thing that would take my mind off of this 
stress? It’s not like you’ve really been here all that much.”
 “I have to work, Dion! Are you saying that because I have been working my ass off to 
get a raise it’s okay for you to bring alcohol in? Because you needed something to take 
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your mind off your loneliness?”
 “Now you’re just putting words in my mouth. It’s not just my fault that this 
relationship is falling to shit. We are both responsible here.”
 “Yeah. Ok. Well since you think this relationship is shit, feel free to leave.”   
 “Maybe I will.” He thunders up the stairs like a galloping beast. There is a brief 
moment of silence before thumping, slamming, and banging reverberate through the house. 
Tera paces a bit, her mind obviously racing through the events that just unfolded. She is 
shaken. I can tell by the way she keeps rubbing her hands down her robe and through her 
hair. Maybe this is for the best she keeps saying, the repetition grounding her.  
 Mittens is still at me, ripping chunks away, pulling me closer and closer to the edge of 
the sill. I start to feel my base wobble. Mittens is too engaged with battling my leafy limbs to 
notice either. I feel dread as I teeter on the edge, my freshly watered soil weighing me down, 
enticing the grip of gravity.  
 She is crying now, seated in the same chair as this morning.  His thumping feet come 
back down the stairs, proceed down the hallway, and exit out of the house with a loud bang.  
Her crying increases to sobbing. A sob that shakes her whole body and causes snot to drip 
down like honey.  
	 I	feel	sad	for	her.	A	sorrow	that	I	haven’t	felt	since	she	first	brought	me	into	this	
house,	when	it	was	broken.	I	remember	the	day	we	first	met.	I,	a	young	and	discounted	
sproutling on sale due to my poor health. My petals low, my dirt dry. On the verge of death 
before I had even gotten a chance to live. And then she came in, a young women who looked 
just as sick. Her skin was pale, her demeanor awkward and sad like a child who had gotten 
lost but was too afraid to ask for directions. She had perused the peace lilies, and scoured the 
spider plants. She didn’t even look at me until the store owner brought me up. 
 “Excuse me, miss?” 
 “Yeah?” 
 “We have a sale section right over there if you’re looking for something cheaper.” He 
motioned to where I sat.
 “Oh, thank you.” She approached slowly, her eyes scanning the shelves, looking right 
past me.
 The owner came up next to her. “Anything catch your eye miss?”
 She shook her head. “No not really.”
 He stretched out a hand and caressed one of my limp leaves. “What about this one? I 
haven’t had much luck with it, but maybe you will.”
 She looked at me, both of us unsure about our futures. “I can give it a shot.” I don’t 
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think she expected it to really work out, me already being so ill and her just starting out as a 
caretaker.
  The next few months of our relationship were hard. She was on and off the wagon. 
Some nights she’d come home stumbling drunk with a stranger from the bar. Other nights 
she’d stay in and watch her favorite TV show—Law and Order—while binging on a tub of 
Rocky Road. She’d forget to water me here and there, especially on her bad days. It was rough 
and had its ups and downs, but we managed.    
 I return from my remembrance as I tip just over the edge, claimed by my own weight.  
The leaf Mittens is gnawing on rips off, his little paws furiously attempting to catch any other 
spare stalks as I begin to fall. I am falling, but am caught between the sill and the ground. A 
moment of complete weightlessness where I am not bound by my roots. A moment where 
I am free from my ceramic home. The force of me falling ejects me and my dirt from my 
container	as	I	come	down	upon	the	floor.	My	pot	lands	after,	smashing	into	hundreds	of	tiny	
bits and pieces.  
 Tera looks up from her sobbing. Mr. Mittens caught in the act, but not before it was 
too late. She stands up and walks over, looking down at me and my broken home with a mix 
of pity and regret. Does she blame herself, I wonder? I hope not. She leans down and picks 
up the pieces of the pot, using the utmost care not to cut herself on the shards. After she 
gets the larger pieces, she lifts me up. It’s a strange feeling; her hands intertwining with my 
roots, the gentle cup of her palm, the warmth from her hand seeping through my dirt. It is a 
gentle gesture that reassures me. After the brief lift, she places me in the sink; it is cold and 
unforgiving in stark contrast to her warm and gentle touch. She looks down at me.
 I’m sorry, she says. If only I had been paying more attention to Mittens.
 It’s not your fault, I say. Dionis was a jerk anyway. I told you him and Mittens were 
both bad seeds.
 She smiles. I’ll replant you in a bit. She reaches out and caresses one of my petals, 
one of the few left intact.
 Okay. Take your time, Tera.
 She turns and leaves, going up stairs to clean. I am left alone in silence of the 
aftermath. The sun is now looking in the windows, spreading over the counters and across 
the	floor.	Such	a	curious	way	in	which	light	works.	It	so	aggressively	takes	what	it	wants	and	
chases	the	shadows	away.	In	a	way,	there	is	always	light.	Even	at	night,	the	stars	fill	the	void	
with bits of illumination. I know things will be different now. I’m not sure how or why, but 
something has changed.  
 I reassure myself that the only thing that has changed is that Dionis is gone. This 
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does not offer me great relief, but enough to feel at ease. Looking around, I can’t see all that 
much	from	beyond	the	ledge	of	the	sink,	at	least	nothing	close	to	the	floor.	Mittens	is	gone	
from	the	sill	and	Tera	is	still	upstairs.	Everything	looks	just	as	it	was.	Just	as	it	is	supposed	to	
be. The chairs are disheveled a bit from the table, the one where Tera sat ajar just slightly and 
the one she stumbled into tilted away from the table.  
 The table is empty now. The bottle gone. A sense of uneasiness washes over me. 
I realize what has changed now. I worry that things will be different. I worry about Tera. I 
worry about me. The shadow of a head peers from the counter into the sink, two triangles 
of ears silhouetted by the coming darkness, night taking over the kitchen. I worry about our 
future.        
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Lusitanias
Addey Vaters 
 
 Ivana was never this late. Something must have happened. I understood her not 
wanting to show up, but it was not like her to be late. It was not her style.
 I examined the worn wood of the front porch; it was patched up here and there with 
new boards covering the old holes that had become larger throughout the years. Some were 
peeking through their coverings; I decided to go tell Papa. I got up from the wicker rocking 
chair and made my way to the back of the house, rounding the corner by the kitchen. Mama 
stood at the kitchen window holding a dish towel in her worn hands. She stayed there, her 
eyes never leaving the little sliver of road visible around the big oak tree by the driveway. I 
waved to her, but she pretended not to see me and went back to cutting vegetables to place 
on the relish tray for supper.
	 I	continued	on	to	the	shed	in	the	backyard,	opening	the	door	to	a	flurry	of	dust	and	
the ever-familiar banging sound that was so loud at times it resonated through the walls.
 “Papa?” The banging stopped.
 “Is she here?” He leaned against his work table, all of the meaning that the question 
held radiating from his eyes.
 “No, I wanted to tell you that there are a few spots on the porch that need patching.”
 He nodded once, his head hardly moving, before he turned back to the set of chairs 
on which he was working. He did not say another word.
	 I	left	him	to	his	work	and	went	to	find	Mama.	It	seemed	all	Papa	did	lately	was	work.	
It	had	been	difficult	for	him	since	the	war.	It	had	been	difficult	for	many	after	the	war.	The	
Schwabs had moved to the city after their business had closed down, and Mrs. Porter was 
struggling to get by without her husband. Many people had lost something because of the 
conflict.	We	were	lucky	by	comparison.
	 I	was	about	to	open	the	door	when	I	heard	her	crisp	and	clear	voice.	Her	laughter	flew	
through the air with the force of a battalion.
 “Ivana!” I stepped through the door after struggling under its weight for some time. 
The	difficult	thing	was	suddenly	the	Lusitania,	so	suffocatingly	heavy	it	crushed	the	soul.
 “Ada, dear, how are you?” Her arms encircled me in a limp embrace. She added a kiss 
on each cheek seemingly as an afterthought and then backed away, investigating the small 
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kitchen’s every corner with her eyes. “Where’s father?”
 “Oh, he is out working in the shed, like always.” Mama’s thick accent sounded out of 
date,	the	words	trying	too	hard	to	sound	flawless.
 “Why are you so late?” I asked as Mama handed me plates to set on the table.
 “I forgot how long it takes to drive all the way out here!” Ivana stated it as though it 
were the most obvious of answers.
 I put the plates just so on the crocheted lace tablecloth. It had been our grandmother’s 
and was reserved for use only on special occasions. Ivana was apparently one of those 
occasions.
 “I must tell you both that I’ve invited someone over to dine with us. I hope you don’t 
mind.” She had eyes only on Mama, though she addressed us both.
 “Ivana. We have not seen you in six months, and you decide to bring a friend?” Mama 
spoke with her back to my sister, though she stopped chopping for a moment while she 
spoke. “Ada, put another plate on the table for Ivana’s friend.”
 “He’s not really a friend, mother he’s—”
	 “Ivana.	So	wundervoll	to	finally	see	you.	I	just	met	your	husband.”	Papa	walked	
through	the	door,	a	tall	man	with	blonde	hair	in	tow.	His	accent	never	seemed	to	fit	with	
sarcasm, but it was plain that his comments were dripping with it.
 There was a thud as Mama chopped through a carrot too quickly and hit her knuckle 
against the white tile of the countertop. She turned and looked at Ivana a moment, holding 
her apron in one hand, the other pushing against the tiled surface.
 “Mama, your hand!” Crimson blood was seeping onto the pure white of the counter. I 
rushed to help her clean the wound in the sink. She shook her head and winced.
 “Oh, look what you have done, Ivana!”
 “How is this my fault?” Ivana threw her hands in the air and rolled her eyes. “I’m sorry 
to distract you from your chores, mother!”
 “Ivy, we shouldn’t have come. I knew this was a bad idea.” It was the blonde fellow 
speaking. He had moved to Ivana’s side and placed his hand on her elbow, directing her 
towards the back door.
 “You are damn right it was a bad idea.”
	 Papa	never	cursed.	Everyone	froze,	seeming	to	know	the	significance	of	that	one	
word that had slipped through Papa’s lips.
	 It	was	Ivana’s	husband	who	finally	broke	the	silence.
 “I meant it was a bad idea not to tell you all about us. I wanted to tell you before we 
were even engaged, but she insisted it be a surprise.” He removed his hand from Ivana and 
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looked into everyone’s eyes before continuing. “I’m not sure why, seeing as how none of you 
seem to be too keen on surprises.”
 I attempted a smile. At least he was trying.
 Ivana seemed to take the moment as a good one to make introductions.
 “This is Harry.” It seemed a little late now. “Harry, this is my mother, Isidor; my father, 
Eugen; and my little sister, Ada.”
	 The	‘little’	in	front	of	my	name	fit	when	we	were	twelve	and	ten	years	old,	but	now	it	
seemed outdated. Birth order was irrelevant, but to her it was everything. It always had been.
 “Nice to meet you, Harry.” I liked him, though he certainly was not of the Auttenberg 
type. The men from our history were the type who worked with their hands. Strong and 
practical.	Harry	seemed	flimsy,	like	a	sheaf	of	wheat	that	could	blow	over	in	the	wind	at	any	
moment.
 “Shall we eat?” It was my sister who suggested the feat. Mama and Papa seemed 
unsure how to proceed, so we began our supper.
 “When did you two meet?” Mama ate with her uninjured hand, which made the 
process a slow and clumsy one.
	 “At	work.	I	work	at	the	law	firm	where	Ivy’s	a	secretary.”	Harry’s	knife	moved	steadily	
through the meat on his chipped china plate, cutting the food into small precise pieces.
	 “He	says	at	work,	but	it	was	really	at	the	office	Christmas	soiree.	We	work	on	entirely	
separate	floors	in	the	same	building	and	never	crossed	paths	before	that	night.”	Soiree.	Ivana	
spoke in bits and pieces of entirely different languages now.
 “Enough about us, though. I’ve been dying to hear about Ivy’s family.” Harry spoke 
the words quickly, his eagerness exaggerated by his animated facial expression. “You make 
furniture, Mr. Auttenberg?”
 “Yes.”
 “Do you like it?”
 “Yes.”
 “Sounds terribly exciting! I suppose you’ve carried on the family business?”
 “The family business was in Germany. But I learned everything I know from my 
grandfather.” At least Papa had graduated to using more than one word at a time. “Ivana was 
born in Germany, you know.”
 “You didn’t tell me that.” Harry looked at my sister with raised eyebrows.
 “You did know she was German though, did you not?” Mama was suspicious, as if the 
fact that Harry did not know one little thing about Ivana meant he was a terrible traitor.
 “Of course. Harry went there during the war.” The table fell completely silent once 
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more.
 “The war was a terrible thing, no matter what side you were on.” Harry broke the 
silence slowly, his hands both resting on the table, unmoving.
 “And what side were you on?” Papa glared at him, the knife in his hand perpendicular 
to the candlesticks in the center of the table. “Even Germans do not like what the Germans 
did during that war.”
 “I fought for what was right. As I’m sure you would do as well.” Harry looked like a 
different	man	now,	his	face	clouded	by	the	smoke	from	the	rifles	of	soldiers	in	the	war.
 “It has been very hard to be German and American in the past few years,” Mama said 
as she went back to eating.
 “I understand.” Harry followed her lead and began to cut his chicken.
 “Well, you might be one of the only ones.” Papa looked at his plate for quite some time 
while the rest of us stared at one another. I did not understand Ivana’s expression. Her eyes 
were wide, the corners of her precisely drawn on red lips turned downwards.
 “Come on, it can’t have been that bad. The world’s not against us because we’re 
German!” She seemed disgusted at the very thought of it.
	 “In	a	small	town	like	this,	were	nearly	every	son	in	every	family	went	off	to	fight	that	
war, they might as well be.” Mama stood and began collecting plates after stating the obvious. 
But it was not obvious to Ivana.
	 “We’re	not	even	fully	German!	It	can’t	be	as	difficult	as	you	seem	to	believe….”
 “How would you know, Ivana? You have been off in Chicago working as a secretary 
for the past three years. You cannot even pretend to know what it is like living here 
anymore.” I said what needed to be said.
 “Well, I’m sorry you feel that way.” She turned to Harry, who had spent the last few 
moments staring at the spot on the table where his plate used to be. “I think we should go.”
 “Ivana, no. Please stay. We have so much to talk about!” Mama rushed back into the 
dining room, tears starting to line the corners of her brown eyes.
 “I think we’ve said enough already.” Ivana scooted her chair out and moved towards 
the	back	door,	pausing	first	to	kiss	Mama	on	the	cheek	and	then	to	put	on	her	hat	and	retrieve	
her bag.
 Harry stared at the table for another moment before rising to follow.
 “It was truly nice to meet all of you. I only hope we can get past this so we can get to 
know each other better.”
 Mama sat down in Ivana’s spot at the table; the only sound in the house was her 
heavy breathing and the clanging of the screen door as it bounced against the door frame.
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	 I	finished	cleaning	off	the	table	and	went	into	the	kitchen,	determined	to	finish	the	
dishes for Mama, determined not to let Ivana get to me. I poured boiling water into the sink, 
so	hot	it	would	incinerate	every	speck	of	food	left	on	our	fine	china.	That	fine	china	did	not	
do	us	any	good	today,	did	it?	Ivana	did	not	care	how	fine	it	was.	She	did	not	care	if	any	of	us	
were	fine.
 I scrubbed plate after plate, putting all my strength into the task. I scrubbed until the 
skin	of	my	fingers	was	the	leathery	skins	of	raisins,	one	dish	after	another.	The	scrubbing	
became a rhythm, the lonely melody of my thoughts.
 We all were ships. Surviving day by day out on the open sea. Unsinkable in theory, 
yet one well-timed push by some outside force could do us in. One torpedo and the once 
unsinkable ship was now a shipwreck.
 I scrubbed on and pretended I could not hear Mama’s sobs in the other room.
 We are German, after all. Germans do not show emotion.
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Precious Moments 
Lauryn Dultz
 
 “Ok, God, we need to have another talk because this isn’t working out,” she muttered 
after taking the order. Eileen had a small overbite that exposed the bottoms of her crooked 
upper incisors. She ran her tongue along her teeth and shoved the pad into her apron pocket. 
 The Gull was a small café across from the park on Dixon’s Point. The shelf-covered 
walls were cluttered with different knick-knacks collected over the years. Customers would 
often trade out their own for one that caught their eyes in the collection. The Incredible Hulk 
stood next to the little bell on the counter daring people to coax out a ding. Felix the Cat 
looked back and forth as his swaying tail ticked away the seconds. 
 During the summer, they performed Shakespeare by the Sea in the outdoor arena. 
When her grandparents still owned The Gull, they’d stay open late for hungry patrons at 
intermission.	The	small	restaurant	would	be	flooded	with	customers,	all	vying	for	a	spot	at	
one of the four wooden tables or a choice position at the bar. That was back when the paint 
was new and before the curtains had grease stains in them. There was still Shakespeare in 
the park, but much of the business seemed to be swept away with her grandparents’ passing. 
 She could remember hearing her grandfather calling out order numbers while she 
played in the sand across the street. They didn’t have the railing up then, which made it 
easier for the teenagers to climb down the steep thirty foot ledge and onto the tiny beach at 
the edge of the cliff. She had made the climb many times to get to the parties thrown down 
on the rocks, but she stopped going when Robbie Macintosh got too drunk one night and 
couldn’t make the climb back up. 
 “Now those are what home fries are supposed to look like.” Her customer smiled as 
Eileen set a plate with fries cut in all different sizes and widths on the table. He had come 
in to unclog her sink last week. She remembered the look on his face as he eyed the oven 
across from it and said she’d probably want to get a new one. It didn’t look very dependable. It 
didn’t matter though; Eileen rarely used it. 
 “Seventy years strong,” she replied before returning to the kitchen that was barely big 
enough to turn around in. Eileen wiped her brow, hating that after all these years the grease 
from the grill still made her break out. 
 The bell above the door rang, but Eileen was too distracted by the picture hanging 
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above the grill to go to her customers. “I know you’re there, I’m just ignoring you right now,” 
she called from around the thin wall separating the front of the cafe from the kitchen. The 
photo	was	a	worn	out	Polaroid	with	a	date	stamp	reading	July	4,	1987.	She	was	twenty-two,	
smiling, Morgan’s arms wrapped around her midsection, her blond hair falling to her waist, 
and	fireworks	were	dissolving	in	the	background	as	they	stood	on	the	rocky	point.	Her	hair	
no longer held that golden hue; it was now a dull yellow-brown with streaks of grey running 
through	it,	and	there	hadn’t	been	fireworks	at	Dixon’s	in	over	fifteen	years.	
	 Eileen	sighed	and	finally	went	out	to	her	customers,	dropping	laminated	menus	in	
front of them. Customer service is everything, Morgan’s voice rang out in her head. Eileen 
rolled her eyes and called out “Can I get y’all anything to drink?” 
 It was Morgan’s idea to come and take over The Gull once Gran and Pop got too old. 
Eileen	wanted	to	travel,	go	on	adventures,	and	finish	her	degree.		Morgan	said	everything	
would work out, running the café would be their adventure. Eileen was in love, so she agreed 
that they’d be happy running the place together, but that only lasted for a little over a year. 
Morgan ran off with Helen, leaving Eileen with no savings and a mortgage to pay. 
	 She	brought	out	two	plastic	cups	filled	with	water	and	took	their	order,	happy	
to disappear into the kitchen a moment later. She could hear their idle chatter.  Eileen 
slathered mayonnaise onto the bread with a smile as she heard the customer explain to 
her	companion	that	she	“wasn’t	a	mayo	fan.”		She	quickly	finished	the	sandwiches	and	
slid them across the counter before walking out the front of the café and pulling her Lucky 
Strikes	from	the	pocket	of	her	splotchy	blue	apron.	She	flicked	the	Bic	lighter	in	her	hand	and	
brought	the	flame	close	only	to	blow	it	out	and	tuck	the	stick	back	into	the	box.	Eileen	rolled	
her shoulders and went back inside to wipe down the tables, pausing only to gaze out the 
window and over the point. 

 ***
	 He	came	in	every	day	at	ten	past	two.	Eileen	couldn’t	recall	the	first	time	he’d	sat	
down, unfolded his paper, and ordered an iced tea—all natural, none of that sweet stuff—with 
a wedge of lemon, but it wasn’t long after she and Morgan had taken over The Gull. He was 
her favorite customer, and she didn’t even know his name. He wore his trademark white 
button-down shirt and a black tie that seemed to have some kind of bird pattern on it. 
 “I’ll be right out with your drink, Sir.” 
 His reply was a barely-there grin and a nod of his head, giving her a peek at the dull 
blue eyes he kept hidden behind his tinted bifocals. 
 Deciding to make her own lunch, she slapped a patty on the grill before pulling a 
clean glass from the shelf above. It was one of the old soda shop-style glasses that Gran got f
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rom a thrift store. Eileen opened the fridge and looked for the pitcher, only to remember she 
had run out of lemons and her produce order was late. 
 “Sir,” she called as she walked around the counter. He didn’t look up from the paper, so 
she tried again. 
 “Sir.”  He slowly tilted his head up, his eyes not straying from his reading until the last 
second. “I’m sorry sir, but I’ve run out of lemon.” Eileen placed the glass in front of him and 
stepped back. 
	 “Plain	will	be	fine,”	he	said.	“Don’t	fret	yourself,	darlin’.”	
 Darlin’.  The word swept over her like a warm blanket. He made her feel like a child 
long after her girlhood. She quickly retreated back into the kitchen as a sense of longing 
crept over her. 
	 Shaking	her	head,	she	went	back	to	the	grill	and	flipped	her	burger,	then	topped	it	
with a slice of pepper jack. She wasn’t even hungry by the time she’d applied the pickles and 
ketchup to her bun, but she forced herself to take a bite. The minute the juice from the meat 
and the vinegary pickle hit her tongue, her stomach growled. Maybe she was hungrier than 
she realized. 
 Before she could take a second bite, she heard the persistent chime of the bell. Eileen 
rolled her eyes. She set down her lunch and wiped the ketchup from her chin. 
 The man at the counter looked out of place in her café. He wore black suit pants and 
a grey dress shirt. He was slicking back his brown hair when she approached the counter. He 
flashed	her	an	expensive-looking	smile	and	stuck	out	his	hand	to	greet	her.	
 “Hello, my name’s Brandon Shaw. I’m looking for the owner of this establishment.” 
Eileen stared at him and made a show of wiping her hands on a cloth sticking out of her 
apron before returning his gesture. 
 “Well, you’re lookin’ at her,” Eileen said, cocking her hip and leaning on the counter. 
	 A	lazy	grin	replaced	his	smile.	“Oh,	well	then,	Miss…I’m	sorry,	I	didn’t	catch	your	
name.” He was a schmoozer. She could tell by the way his eyes roamed over her like she was 
easy prey. This man wasn’t here for a sandwich. 
	 “That’s	‘cause	I	didn’t	give	it.	What	can	I	do	for	you	Mr.	Shaw?”	
 His grin grew more pronounced as he opened up his briefcase and pulled out a blue 
folder. “I have an offer for you.” He slid the packet across the table and sat down in one of the 
swivel chairs at the counter. 
	 Eileen	didn’t	make	a	move	for	the	folder.	She	heard	the	ruffle	of	a	page	turning	and	
out of the corner of her eye saw Sir lowering the newspaper as he discretely checked what 
was transpiring between her and Mr. Brandon Shaw. 
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 Mr. Brandon Shaw started toying with the Hulk, and Eileen felt the urge to snatch 
the	toy	from	his	well	groomed	fingers.	He	didn’t	wait	to	see	if	she’d	open	the	folder.	Eileen	
mentally snorted at his impatience. Men like him never had a moment to waste. 
 “As you may know, there has been an effort to rebuild this community. Not too long 
ago	it	used	to	be	a	local	hotspot,	a	place	that	attracted	a	lot	of	foot	traffic.”	Mr.	Brandon	Shaw	
held	his	palm	flat	and	placed	the	Hulk	in	the	center.	“Unfortunately,	as	of	late	the	area	has	
been in a state of decline. I work for the people building the mall off of Main Street. They 
want to turn Dixon’s Point into a shopping center.” He set the Hulk down on the counter and 
spun him like a top. 
	 Eileen	turned	around	and	bent	to	where	she	kept	the	take-out	cups.	She	filled	one	
with water from the tap and placed it on the counter. “People won’t take kindly to y’all getting 
rid of the park, Mr. Brandon Shaw.” 
 He smirked and took a long pull of the tepid water. “Awe, we don’t want to build over 
the	park.	Just	around	it.	We	want	to	turn	this	into	the	community	center	it	once	was.	Make	
it a nice place for people to do some shopping, grab a bite to eat, and spend time with the 
family. They even plan to donate a small playground for the north end of the park.” 
 “People can do all those things now.” 
 “I’m sure they can. We just aim to freshen up the place.” 
 Their conversation was cut off by the sound of ice clinking in an empty glass. Eileen 
moved back into the kitchen and grabbed the pitcher of tea. 
	 She	filled	Sir’s	glass,	her	anger	apparent.	Before	she	could	turn	away,	Sir	placed	his	
hand over hers murmuring, “Don’t let him see ya sweat, darlin’.” Eileen’s anger dissipated as 
she took a deep breath and gave Sir a slight nod. He was right, there was no use getting riled 
up…yet.	
 She went back to the kitchen to put the tea in the fridge. When she came back out, Mr. 
Brandon Shaw was standing on the opposite end of the café from Sir. He was staring at the 
small	case	of	Precious	Moments	figurines.	It	was	the	only	set	she	kept	locked	up.	The	silver	
hinges were rusted, and the lock probably wouldn’t hold under the right amount of force, but 
the	simple	barrier	kept	patrons	from	touching	them.	She	looked	back	at	the	folder	to	find	that	
a page had been taken out and placed on top. 
 “My mother collects these,” Mr. Brandon Shaw said without taking his eyes from the 
case, “Is it a hobby of yours?” 
 “What?” 
 “Collecting things.” 
 “No.” They were gifts from Pop to Gran. Eileen had even helped pick out a couple of 
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them	when	she	was	younger.	Gran	never	wanted	much,	but	a	new	figurine	on	her	birthday	
always earned a smile. The other ones, like the dragon next to Felix, just started appearing 
over time. 
 “Oh,” he said, knowing she wasn’t going to explain any further. “Well if you look there, 
you’ll see what we’re willing to offer you for the place.” He nodded at the paper on the folder. 
“You know, not many people own their own buildings around here. Most of them rent. In fact, 
all of the other buildings on this block are owned by Percy Corvus.” 
	 Eileen	knew	this.	When	Pop	had	first	decided	to	open	The	Gull,	he	knew	exactly	
where he wanted it to be. Percy was younger than Pop, but the two had been friends. Pop 
didn’t want to pay rent, so he convinced Percy to sell him the tiny building outright. 
“I’m well aware of my neighbors.” 
“Well that’s good. Always good to know what’s happening around us.” Eileen could feel Sir 
watching them from his corner. She idly wondered if he could hear what they were saying. 
“Anyway, we feel what we are offering is a fair price, all things considered.” 
Eileen took in the number on the sheet. It wasn’t much, but it would cover her debts and 
leave a little left over. Eileen wasn’t stupid; she knew the offer wasn’t great, but it was 
probably better than she deserved. Mr. Brandon Shaw knew it too, making her think his 
introduction was more planned out than she initially thought. He had to have talked to Percy 
Corvus. He probably had a deal in place, but needed to secure The Gull for the builders to be 
able to complete their project. 
 The high-pitched chime of his phone went off, and he excused himself to take it. 
Eileen followed him to the door. 
 “Didn’t know you were thinking of sellin’ the place,” Sir said, causing her to jump.     
 “Neither did I.” 
 Sir nodded at her, making a sound of acknowledgement and turning the page. Edging 
closer to the door, she managed to catch a bit of Mr. Brandon Shaw’s conversation. 
	 “You’ll	see…not	getting	a	better	offer.”	She	was	too	close	to	Felix,	and	the	tick	tock	of	
his mechanism drowned out some words. 
 Mr. Brandon Shaw was pretty sure of himself. But he was right: Eileen would never 
get a better deal for The Gull. She moved away from the door and went back to the counter. 
Not wanting to look further into the folder, she grabbed some spray and began cleaning the 
windows	above	the	Precious	Moments.	Looking	down	at	the	case,	she	saw	fingerprints	on	
the glass, and went to work removing them. 
 Mr. Brandon Shaw came back in and cleared his throat. Eileen didn’t stray from her 
task and moved to the next set of windows. 
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 “Well then, I have to be on my way. Take some time and consider what we’ve offered.
My contact information is there, but I’ll leave my card just in case.” 
	 Eileen	watched	his	reflection	in	the	glass	as	he	lifted	up	the	Hulk	and	placed	him	on	
top of the folder to hold a business card in place. She ignored Mr. Brandon Shaw as he left. 
	 Sir	let	out	a	small	groan	as	he	stood	from	his	chair.	He	placed	a	five	dollar	bill	on	the	
table and made his way to the door. It was one of the rare times he hadn’t stayed long enough 
to	finish	the	pitcher.	Eileen	worried	that	her	tension	over	the	visit	of	Mr.	Brandon	Shaw	was	
making Sir uncomfortable. 
 “Leaving already, Sir?” 
 “It’s been a long day darlin’, I think it’s time for a rest.” 
 “Well then, I’ll see you tomorrow.” 
 “Tomorrow.” 
 “With lemons.” Sir smiled at her and grabbed his newspaper before leaving. 
 The Gull had always been a breakfast and lunch place. Sir’s departure marked the end 
of	the	work	day.	She	closed	the	door	and	flipped	the	sign	to	‘closed’.	
	 She	finally	looked	through	the	folder,	scowling	as	she	read	the	details.	If	she	were	to	
sell The Gull, they wanted everything in it. From the worn tables to the Hulk, they wanted it 
all. Eileen imagined what they might want with the knick-knacks and wobbly chairs. Maybe 
they wanted to revamp The Gull. It may not have the greatest business, but it meant a lot to 
the locals, even if they only came in once a year. She imagined the walls with a fresh coat 
of	paint,	the	windows	with	new	curtains,	and	the	figurines	arranged	neatly	by	type	or	color.	
The thought made her sad. If she agreed to their proposal she’d make sure one thing was 
changed: they would not be keeping the Precious Moments. 
	 She	picked	up	the	case	of	figurines	and	took	it	along	with	the	folder	into	the	kitchen,	
setting it under the Polaroid to keep her company while she cleaned. 
	 After	she	finished,	Eileen	pulled	her	old	backpack	from	its	hiding	spot	under	the	sink	
and gently placed the case at the bottom after wrapping it in her apron. As the sun began to 
set, she leaned against the oven and sighed. She pulled the Bic from her pocket, playing with 
the spark wheel as she stared at the folder. She took the Polaroid down from where it was 
pinned	above	the	stove.	For	the	first	time	since	Morgan	had	dragged	her	back	to	The	Gull,	she	
had options.
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Poetry



 Poetry is the oldest literary art. In fact, the vast majority of poetry—which came 
long	before	a	scribe	in	ancient	Uruk	scratched	the	first	letter	of	the	Epic	of	Gilgamesh	into	
a	clay	tablet—was	oral,	and	thus	is	lost	forever	in	the	infinite	recesses	of	prehistory.	When	
poets	choose	to	write,	they	must	first	face	this	gigantic	tradition,	and	then	they	must	face	
the fact that poetry is also the most mutable literary art. Its “rules” and “conventions” have 
been worked and reworked time and time again. A poem is supposed to employ aristocratic 
language—but the Romantics rejected that.  A poem is supposed to follow a strict pattern of 
rhythm and rhyme—but Walt Whitman did away with that. A poem is supposed to adhere to 
some semblance of recognizable form—but the Modernists rebelled against that. So how do 
you	define	a	form	which	has,	from	the	outset,	built	its	impressive	tradition	on	breaking	form	
and	defying	definition?
 The answer is that you can’t, at least not in terms of rules or conventions. But you 
can	define	it	based	on	what	all	poets	do	when	they	write:	they	choose	every	word	carefully,	
place it just so on the page, and compose the whole to deliver an impact. We can’t stipulate 
how poets shape their work—we just know that they do.  
 You will notice that the poetry section looks a little different from the rest of riverrun 
this year.  We felt that the choices these poets made in terms of formatting were integral 
to	the	message	of	each	and	every	poem.		In	the	following	pages,	you	will	find	poems	that	
rhyme, and poems that don’t; poems that adhere to form, and poems that break it; poems 
that use beautiful language, and poems that employ a harsher vocabulary. But what they all 
do is speak directly to the part of us which only poets can reach: the deep-down ancestral 
memory which still recalls the days before the invention of the written word, when the only 
language that we knew was poetry.

Lynn Draper
Monterey Hall

Ashley Reppart
Rachel Stevenson

Ben Vargas
The Poetry Selection Committee

Editorial Introduction: Poetry  
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Beach sans Words 
Hans Cox

This wind: as if from the beach.
This loess-light soil, sand-spare grass:
As if the dunes of the beach.
Beatific	voice	of	glass
Unmade, strewn with shells both rare
And common, your standing call
Lifts	longing:	five-thousand	bare
Wrists and hands on sheets, in thrall
Of salt air, sun-screened, pressing
Down in smiles; sun-burned in spite
Of relentless wind wrapping
You and me, though within sight,
Deprived of each other’s words,
By diving, shrieking sea-birds.
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Boys’ and Birds’ Brains in Flames 
Hans Cox

A bravura showing of tongue-twister kisses,
A remonstrance—because the word just seems right— 
As day emerged and receded into night.
Concupiscent	scene,	riffling	green,
While the gift-giver reminisces
And silently recalls his early life’s blisses
As	he	strokes	his	eyebrows	with	fingers	unclean.

Star-like chords, a quiet lute
Underneath the tinkle of glass,
Of	steel	knife	on	flute,	a	glare	of	brass:
Supper with the son who lately won
A prize of some kind—likes to shoot—
But will soon be given the boot
By the girl, before they had begun.

She’s dressed up in her third-best gown,
And not a bit of her overgrown—
Did I hear the tuxedo groan?
He grew like a weed, from a bear-eaten seed,
To a rather small renown
—In his own mind overblown—
To see her nude upon a steed.

In the end they’ll settle down:
Separately, as it goes, and far apart.
One won’t remove the blot from his heart:
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Overhearing her father call him “a bother;”
“That young man would fail as a clown,
That pusillanimous puke,” with a frown
And alliteration courtesy of Mother.

Now they walk between pairs of elm trees,
The pride of verdant college grounds.
Their canopy sings with mid-spring sounds
Of	birds	alighting,	the	males	fighting
For the quiet, drabber mate, 
Who dashes at another’s breeze— 
Deciding not to wait.
She sees them meet a boy and freeze;
With a nod the “puke” knows love’s alighting
For a stranger—and his date.
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The Curtain 
Colby Albrandt

We made peace with ourselves,
And peace with this land.
We painted on the walls 

That surround us.

The spirits split us up
Into splices,

And scattered our parts 
All around us.

                                                                                                  The Curtain, so yellow it’s brown,
                                                                    Dims our blood.

Gentle Earth, 
Be kind 

And 
Ground us.
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Dust in Rock 
Hans Cox

It wasn’t when I saw the polished surface that contained the rock
That contained your ashes,
Laid out with evergreen sprigs on a cloth on a folded green tarp on a 
Plywood board over the hole; Nor when
The hole-plugger tamped down the earth in the hole
With her feet, and the tarp was dragged over, and the last
Of the rich, brown, eastern soil poured unceremoniously into a pile,
And the two haggard strips of tight sod were pounded 
By feet until they still failed to reach down to those stems
Who were until recently the best neighbors;
Nor when I saw the Civil War veteran’s grave, your grandfather,
Marked	by	dissolving	marble	missing	its	finial,
That I realized you were gone. I half-expected to return
And	find	you	at	home.
After the service, after warmed-over marinara, 
After a slow, careful drive in sleet,
After	the	toddling,	tottering	first	niece	went	to	bed,	
After the telephone call home, in
The	silence	filled	by	near-distant	passing	trucks
On a wet, snowy road, as they roared by like beach waves,
I thought of you again, and you were gone.
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Her Position in the Forest 
Kathryn Donahue

Hey You,
this	educated,	slightly	refined,	and	sympathetic	woman
holds within her a love deeper than the deepest wood.
her branches reach into the sky
always searching for the brighter light
from which her leaves can gain strength and grow.

she is wonderfully imperfect,
yet her roots are profound.
always digging, burrowing, excavating
to uphold the ever growing body.
she stretches to encompass power and humility;
she represents stability and support to her fellow trees;
she accepts her position within the forest.

take what you will from her,
her shade.
her life’s blood.
her everything.
this	educated,	slightly	refined,	and	sympathetic	mother
holds within her a love deeper than the deepest wood.
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House of Sand
Aleah Myles

We tried to build a house of sand
Like one we saw inside a dream
That took us off to foreign lands.

Where fairytales alone can stand
Like diamonds and pure waters gleam
We tried to build a house of sand.

Where	finding	love	in	the	eyes	of	man
To have and hold with smiles abeam
That took us off to foreign lands.

A house faintly touched by magic wands
Where things are always as they seem
We tried to build a house of sand.

It rained for which we hadn’t planned
And ripped it apart along the seams
That took us off to foreign lands.

I took your broken, desperate hand
And led you to a canvas clean
We tried to build a house of sand
That took us off to foreign lands.
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The History of the Universe According to the 
Oceanside, CA Homeowner’s Association 
Timothy Vilgiate

In the beginning
All of this was covered by water
And then God said,
  “Let there be an interstate highway system.”
And there was an interstate highway system
And He numbered the exits
And He saw that it was good.
The end of the second day.

On the third day
God said,
 “Let there be developments
 Of every kind
	 Subdivisions,	to	fill	every	corner	of	the	earth.”
And He named them after the Indians
From	the	missing	first	stanza
And the subdivisions sprang up
Alongside the interstate highway system
Inspection paperwork was forged.
The	end	of	the	fifth	day.

But then God looked out
And saw the investors weeping
For they had nowhere to rest
And so God said,
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 “Let there be villas in wine country
 And roads to those villas,
 Of reasonable quality.”
Hence the villas were constructed,
And the roads were paved.
And now God goes there for fundraisers
During campaign season.
The end of the seventh day.
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Let’s Pretend
Lauryn Dultz

Let’s pretend it didn’t happen
 We live in a happy place
Let’s pretend it didn’t happen
 It has nothing to do with religion, hate, or race
Let’s pretend it didn’t happen
 If we can’t see, it can’t hurt
Let’s pretend it didn’t happen
 After all, it can’t get worse

But if it happens to me 
 I know that you’ll send aid
 And if it happens to me 
 I hope that you will pray
And if it happens to me
	 You’ll	fight	to	make	it	right
Because I have the proper skin and hair
 And love the way you like

Until then let’s pretend 
 That we’re happy as can be
Everything is perfect until it’s not
 But only when it affects you and me
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monuments 
Maelynn Holloway

under the heaviness,
the weight,
spirits sink.

these monuments fall
short
of what they are meant to be.

now a mausoleum
where life
should have been.

can a eulogy 
change
into a toast, hopefully.
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Poly-ticks 
Samantha Quigley

You are ticks
nestled in unreasonable places.
In	mansions	of	our	flesh,
parasites in neckties,
you serve your blasphemous best.

Declaring fundamental—
 under your god, above all others—
your freedoms from the basest Beast,
so that you may evil make
and see radical others erased.

Drop 
by sanguine drop, you feed
and	circulate	malaise,	‘til	We,	
your faint unknowing hosts,
are gracious and appeased.

Yet
you	imprison	us	for	profit
you ticket us for lacking beds
you eat holes in our safety nets
and then tax us to pay your debts;

You uniform our terrorizers
and arm them to the teeth,
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you cauterize our aortas
and shoot us down in our streets.
Concealed in layers
 dermal layers
guarding greed and fear, 
your ludicrous gentility
begs your guts be smeared
With the strength of a forest,
We numerous unseen,
are rattled by your spittle
on our old bulb and LED screens;
We abide our carnal deaths, but
doubt not; We, in our children,
regenerate and rise again to
burn you from Our heads.
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Sacrifice of my Father 
Danny Morales

He lived each day as if it were his last
Drinking	and	fighting—having	a	blast
Climbing mountains arduous and tall

Falling down canyons’ lost walls
Walking	through	pristine	valley	floors

Longing to hear the ocean’s mighty roar

Racing the wind and chasing the golden sun
Not realizing when the excitement was done

All alone was he, not a single soul to see
What he really needed was the missing key

Someone to share in his lonesome fun
What he wanted was his very own son

Reaching	inside—sacrificing	his	heart
And that is how I got my start

Making a deal to live a humble life
Pain and suffering with plenty of strife

Never taking a second glance
Just	so	I	could	have	my	chance

I was born of a father humble and mild
No longer was he mean, ornery, and wild

He took me everywhere he went
Teaching me things to their full extent

He said, “Son, work hard each day
Expect no less than equal pay”
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“No one cares if you live or die 
It just doesn’t matter as long as you try”
He said, “There are ample opportunities

But best to work on developing your abilities
Always	fight	against	social	injustice
Because	in	the	end	it’s	JUST	US!”

I asked, “Why is my life so tough
Why do I have to live so rough?”

He answered with a smile on his weathered face
“One	day	my	son,	you’ll	find	your	place

If you have any sense and you think you’re smart
Then	do	as	I	have—sacrifice	your	heart.”

I was born of a father humble and mild
Now I’m the one mean, ornery, and wild

Striving to be my father—am I truly his missing key?
But I can’t help but wonder, is he even proud of me?

“Papa, I love you with all my heart
From your unworthy son—till death do us part”
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...she also has a poem about her. 
Timothy Vilgiate

She
Is a sound
That resonates perfectly
In every corner of my heart
Across my rib cage
In a gentle quiver,
A song remembered
By the singing in my skull.

She is a light
Overtaking the mountains,
With outstretched hands
A tidal wave of sunlight
That levels forests
And carves a canyon
In her wake.
    
She is phosphorus
Which when opened to the air
Will	glow,	the	first	star
In the night sky,
Which even in entropy
Possesses the power
To enrich the earth.
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Single Steps in Space 
Mihwan Yim

I wish to hunt the moon.

 A bite here, no, take more here.
 And there, of course. Incisors on that maria there.

Chomp. Chomp. munch,
 That sugary sweetness, that oozing deliciousness
 Takes root in my mouth.

Smile, and show off those moon-crusted teeth.
 ThinkLightyearsinasinglestep.

I wish to snatch Saturn’s orbiting rings.
 For my marriage ring. (how about that
 space rock? how many carats did I say?)
The matter that sucks in all the wavebands of 
 color, will dye my hair. (black is too plain.
 tell me space black is better)
Falling comets, shooting stars,
 burn away 
for	the	curtains	of	my	eyes.	(fitted	gas	from
Neptune	and	Jupiter.	they	stand	out,	right?)

The	stars	flash	me	out,
 against the smothering suction of space.

Smile, and show off those moon-crusted teeth.
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Spring Song 
Hans Cox

To drive, to drive down a river,
To drive down a river in spring,
When	the	tops	of	the	trees	are	leafing,
And the snow melt is tumbling down.
The creek, with its rapids, it sparkles,
And Robin is each a small king
Where the tips of the twigs are swollen
Like the river, which I can hear roaring—
I’ll remember your voice in its splashing,
But be happy as children we veered apart,
Like water we split round a stone
To meet again, after much swirling,
And no longer knowing, with kids of our own;
And we, never knowing, no longer alone.
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Untitled 
Isioma West
I	remember	when	a	boy	in	middle	school	told	me	I	‘talked	white.’
My	words	to	him	were	too	sophisticated,	too	fluent;	too	good	for	me,	a	black	girl;
Those kinds of words were supposed to overlook me when we inevitably crossed paths.
He	told	me	that	I	‘talked	white,’	smiling	almost	condescendingly	at	me,	and	I	gave	him	a	look,
My grammatically correct sentences refusing to grant him the pleasure of an argument. 
If only he knew that my Nigerian mom would choke the Ebonics out of me if she heard it,
Saying that it was hard enough for black people to make it and I needed to sound educated.
If only he knew that the words sailing from my lips could only see the person and not their skin,
Only choosing those who they knew would desire to know the beauty of the English language.
But	this	boy	told	me	that	I	‘talked	white’	because	proper	English	decided	to	bless	my	lips.
To him, it wasn’t my native tongue, just something I purchased from the convenience store.
After that day, I became guilty of laughing off anyone who claimed I acted like a white girl,
Swiping	off	the	comment	like	I	would	a	fly,	and	nervously	but	tactfully	changing	the	subject.
I	grew	up	in	suburban	neighborhoods	and	around	military	bases,	where,	everyone	spoke	‘white,’	
And	so	my	sisters	and	I	adapted	to	that.	To	‘white’.
And we were judged in school for it—for being the girls outside the box we were supposed to be in
—For	choosing	not	to	dissolve	into	the	stereotype	society	had	chosen	specifically	for	us.
Well,	I	can	no	longer	pretend	it	is	okay	to	be	put	into	the	list	of	‘white	black	girls,’
I can no longer nod when I’m told that because of the way I talk or act,
I’m suddenly the girl who lightens her skin with the words she wasn’t supposed to grow up with.
Yeah, she must’ve taken on the norms of white people,
She must’ve put the paste of their grammatically correct culture onto her toothbrush and brushed 
her teeth with it,
Must’ve opened a can of bleached words and swallowed it—
Language shouldn’t be segregated and designated! It should be celebrated,
Used	as	verbal	embraces,	used	to	decorate	your	sentences	with	your	own	flare.
The way I speak shouldn’t be assigned to white people,
Because from my mouth they leave, knowing they’ve been loved by a black girl.
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Waste 
Samantha Quigley
Waste is a cruel injustice.

Waste of body, waste of mind, 
waste of earth, waste of time.
Seeing suffering, do you suffer?

When you pass 
the disenfranchised 
sleeping in the snow,
do you shiver in your coat?
Do you hunger for the hushing of 
hollow pangs in your fellows?

Do you see hunger,
and starve for an emptiness
to	fill	with	hot,	putrid	air
to be spewed hotly in the faces of
willful ignorance, dutiful complacence
in place of cognizance and care?

Or do you breathe shakily, in silence 
and look upon your children, unsure...
do	you	acknowledge	your	reflections
or reticently ignore 

the trepidations and
corrosive grievances of
the wasting poor?
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Nonfiction



 Creative	nonfiction	is	a	prose	form	that	has	been	practiced	for	centuries.	Born	of	
the	long-lived	essay	and	nonfiction	genre,	the	label	itself	was	not	adopted	until	1969.	The	
genre is comprised of essays, biographies, autobiographies, memoirs, and the like. Though 
rooted	in	fact,	creative	nonfiction	is	written	with	the	author’s	flavor	and	flare,	which	many	
argue	warps	the	truth	in	the	words.	In	the	recent	past,	the	popularity	of	creative	nonfiction	
has grown, but before this time, Pulitzer Prize winner, Richard Rhodes, described the public’s 
perception	of	nonfiction	as	“not	fiction…	reminding	us	that	we	dwell	in	the	swampy	depths	
beneath	poetry	and	fiction’s	golden-lit	Olympus.”
	 Today,	creative	nonfiction	is	widely	accepted	as	an	art	form	rather	than	the	reject	
of the literary world. Authors form their prose with words of humor, melancholy, rage, and 
a plethora of other emotional tools to grip their readers and make them feel. As Ariel Levy 
explains, “whatever its narrative shape, an essay must have an idea at its beating heart,” 
and	the	following	section	of	creative	nonfiction	pieces	reveals	just	that.	Using	Levy	as	the	
foundation for our selection criteria, we evaluated the following pieces for emotional impact, 
sincerity, unique perspective, and voice among other stylistic elements. Each student has 
portrayed their experiences with a place, an individual, and even themselves, which have 
helped them grow throughout life’s journey.

Estelle Brock
Lauryn Dultz

Erin Halverson
Andrew	Jones

Megan Robinder
The	Nonfiction	Selection	Committee

Editorial Introduction: Nonfiction  
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Bits and Pieces 
Nicole Taylor

1
	 I	remember	the	smell	of	flowers	in	the	shop.		Not	any	specific	flower,	mind	you,	but	
an amalgam of sweet, supple, and soft scents. The kinds of smells that tickle your nose and 
remind you of the hotter months to come, when everything is alive and busy. The scents blur 
together,	crossing	the	line	of	what	a	single	flower	smells	like,	and	lurching	into	what	ALL	the	
flowers	smell	like.	Roses,	lilies,	baby’s	breath,	orchids.	Some	days,	when	I	would	clean	the	big	
glass	refrigerated	cases	that	held	the	buckets	of	flowers,	it	had	a	subtle	chemical	undertone,	
that of Windex. The tangy, tart, turquoise, toxic broth. It has a sweet quality to the smell, not 
like	baked	goods	or	flowers,	but	like	gasoline.	The	sweetness	itself	being	derived	from	the	
taboo nature of actively smelling it. It is refreshing in a peculiar way. Like coffee to quench 
thirst.
 These two scents bring me to the edge of my faded memory. It was a time that was 
so crucial to my life, so poignant, but so easily forgotten. I can’t be sure if time has dulled 
the memory, or the pharmaceuticals assigned to me in 6th grade burned it away from my 
membrane in a chemical wash. It is a fuzzy grey ambiguity that is packed with so much 
passion, so much anger, and so much sadness.
	 The	events	were	random	to	me.		The	yelling	and	fighting	would	start	out	of	nowhere.
 “This marriage is shit!” he said.
	 “I’ll	burn	down	the	house	if	you	leave!”	he	said.	I	had	always	hated	fire.	The	way	it	
burns and destroys and corrodes things.

2
	 The	cul-de-sac	was	one	of	those	longer	ones,	where	it	had	five	houses	in	the	round	
part itself, but extended down to the connecting street with two rows of opposing houses on 
either side of the road, a spoon sort of shape. My house was in the middle of the business end 
of	the	spoon,	flanked	by	two	houses	to	each	side.	Far	enough	apart,	but	taking	up	the	whole	
street with intent and rage. Two gladiators stood out in the street, bravado running wild. 
They stationed themselves on either half of the huge concrete round that made up the cul-
de-sac, a manhole cover separating them.  
 The one to the right, Rob, a three hundred and some pound religious man who 
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attended church every Sunday, stood in front of his house, which was one over from mine.   
 He was a very devout man, so much so that his bully of a son attended the equivalent 
of	Boy	Scouts	for	Jesus.		The	one	to	the	left,	my	father.	A	man	who	has	never	been	religious,	
but has always been righteous. 
 The original dispute had something to do with us kids, probably a he said/she said 
conundrum. Someone had most likely been pushed down, a toy stolen, but somehow the 
situation had evolved into a pride match between two grown men.  
 They had never gotten along, though it was my dad who always started things. 
He had some sort of chip on his shoulder, where anger seeped in and poisoned his heart. 
Negativity	and	conflict	were	the	only	things	he	was	familiar	with.	It	was	always	someone’s	
fault, and he would be sure to let them know how badly they fucked up. 
 My mom sat on the porch with me, holding the phone, ready to call the police if it got 
physical. But my dad had never been a man of action. My tiny veins were all adrenaline; I 
wanted to step in and help, but it was coming to a close quicker than I could gather the gall to 
trot my eight year old body between the two grown men.   
 The argument reached its peak.
 “Kiss my ass!” Rob yelled.
 “Mark a spot, you’re all ass!” my dad cried.  
 With pinched and red faces they stepped away. Both had lost.

3
 It was a night when he had me for visitation. My mother was out for the evening, so 
he had to return me to the house himself. I wasn’t feeling good, and had a deep heavy cough. 
He directed me to the kitchen.
 The kitchen was the one of my childhood. It must have been hard for him to be there 
without living there, exiled from his home because of the divorce. He reached up into the 
top cabinet and retrieved one of my favorite kinds of glasses. A wine glass. Ghostly snow 
covered trees circled the thickest part of the cup and the top of the goblet had a gold lip. I 
loved to drink eggnog out of it around Christmas time.
 But tonight it was for a different liquid, a different occasion. He headed out to the 
medicine cabinet, and returned with the Delsym bottle. Delsym was (and is) my favorite 
cough syrup. He poured the glass half full, topping off the bottle, and handed it to me.
 I remember the warm, thick, zesty taste of Delsym. I reveled in it. Usually I was only 
allowed the tiny cup that came with the bottle. But tonight, I was allowed a full goblet of the 
precious drink.
 An hour or so passed. In that time he perused around the house that was no longer 
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his. He walked over to the phone and noticed the device mounted on it. Pressing a button, it 
opened,	revealing	a	cassette	tape.	Grabbing	it	between	his	hotdog	fingers	he	plucked	it	out,	
ripped	out	the	thin	film,	wadded	it	up	like	flat	black	spaghetti	and	placed	it	next	to	the	phone.	
Turning away he muttered something under his breath. When she arrived, he left in a hurry.
 She noticed the cup, out of place on the empty counter, and asked me what the cup 
was used for. The whisper of the light orange slime remained, encasing one side of the cup. A 
residue from the tipping as I drank.   
 “Dad gave me some cough syrup.”
 She picked it up, eyes growing large. “In this?”
 I nod.
	 “Show	me	with	water	how	much	you	drank.”		I	filled	it	up	to	the	halfway	line.	She	
grabbed the phone.  
 I spent the next three hours up with her while she was on the phone. Staying up past 
your bedtime isn’t that fun when you have to talk to poison control.

4
 The spaceship sat motionless, hovering the way that all spaceships do regardless of 
conception, with a faint humming from the front and a slight glow from the back. My hands 
held	the	PS2	controller,	gripping	it	till	my	bony	knuckles	turned	the	color	of	corpse	flesh.		
 He was pacing back and forth on the patio, which was adjacent to the living room, 
clutching the phone in his meaty paw. He would go from talking at a normal tone, the kind 
you use when you have discussions with cashiers and coworkers, to one that was abnormal, 
the kind you only use when your rage permits you to. The one that you keep locked in a box, 
for occasions when your willpower is not strong enough to restrain it.
	 They	were	fighting	again.	I	didn’t	know	about	what.	I	rarely	did.	But	this	time	it	was	
bad. Unfortunately for me, I was marooned at his one bedroom apartment for visitation. I had 
nowhere to go, nowhere to hide. I tried to curl into myself, make myself numb to the fear and 
grief,	but	I	had	not	refined	the	necessary	skills	to	do	so.	
 “You hear me? I’ll fuckin’ kill him!”  
 He was talking about my stepfather.  
 I didn’t save as I turned off the PS2. I grabbed the controller, wrapped it in its cord, 
unplugged it, and gathered the rest of the cords into snake-like coils. I placed them in my bag 
carefully, as if they were made of porcelain. The PS2 sat on top of the rest of my supplies that 
had	been	stored	away,	ready	for	departure:	clothes,	pillows,	and	stuffed	animals.	Tears	flowed	
down my face, the warm war paint of an upset child.  
 He came inside, slamming the sliding glass door behind him.
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 “Hey, Nickel, what’s the matter?” He used his normal voice.
	 “I	want	to	go	home.”	The	tears	flowed	much	stronger	now,	flowing	like	low	pressure	
sprinklers.
 Then something happened, something that scared me even more and rendered me 
helpless. He began to sob. Harsh and ugly tears, the kind the movies never show – where the 
snot	flows	as	quickly	as	the	tears,	and	the	mouth	gets	stringy,	like	it’s	full	of	wet	spider	webs.	
He held me as he shook.
 My mother later told me that he had only cried twice in their 21 year marriage. Both 
times	were	in	moments	of	fight,	when	angry	words	weren’t	enough	and	he	needed	to	gain	
the advantage.

5
	 The	TV	droned	in	the	background,	filling	the	small	living	room	of	his	apartment	with	
noise.  I sat on the couch I grew up sitting on. It was saggy and dark blue, with little white 
speckles all across the back and on the arm rests. The same speckles covered a majority 
of the furniture that used to reside in the living room of my childhood home. I had always 
wondered about the specks and why they were there. I had come to the conclusion that the 
furniture was a set, with the speckles being what tied all the pieces together. Later in life I 
learned that when my mom asked my dad to paint the ceiling, he begrudgingly did. With a 
spray gun. Without covering up the furnishings. She never asked for his help painting again.  
 I looked across the room, and he sat on the partner to the couch, a recliner, the top 
dotted	with	the	same	white	flecks.	He	was	going	through	an	old	Girl	Scout	cookie	box.	On	the	
outside it brandished the faded picture of a little lemon cookie dressed in Girl Scout attire. 
Inside it held all the pictures he took with him when he moved out, mostly of me, but some 
of my mom as well. The ones of her would go missing – they probably became subject to his 
redirected	rage	–	and	a	pair	of	scissors.	He	pulled	one	out,	one	of	me	on	my	first	bicycle.
 “Hey, Nickel, remember when I taught you to ride your bike?” He held the picture 
fondly, gently, like it was made of glass. A soft smile of nostalgia on his face.
 I thought about it for a moment, before returning my gaze to the TV. “Not really.” 
Silence followed, not the sort of silence that takes its rightful place, but the kind that sneaks 
in and paints the room with foul emotions.
 “Really, you don’t remember that?  How can you not remember that?” There was hurt 
in his voice, but it was only a whisper under the anger. In that moment it was as if I had 
betrayed him on purpose. That I had intentionally erased the memory out of spite. That I was 
not able to hold on to something that he clutched so gravely.
 I looked back over, and shook my head. “I’m sorry, Dad, I don’t remember.”
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On Aging 
Sarah Raymond

 Two frames. Two chairs. Two pairs of gray pants, their owner’s silver hair barely 
visible over two signs. To the left, a yellow canvas with the words, “I am happy with my life,” 
finger	painted.	To	the	right,	a	blue	background	with	white	stenciled	words:	“I	can’t	take	care	of	
myself.”

*
 It seems to happen all at once, but I know it’s been going on for a long time. She’s 
been losing her memory for the past two years.
 Now she can’t be left alone. She returns my hellos with a vague answer and smile. 
She attends my brother’s wedding, thinking he is someone else.
 Her husband takes her to a daycare. My dad encourages him to do things for himself, 
maybe go out to lunch with friends. Instead, he sits in the car for the whole eight hour 
duration. 
	 Then	she	was	caught	outside	of	her	house	trying	to	find	a	bus	that	will	take	her	
back	home.	Grandpa	finally	realizes	that	he	can	no	longer	take	care	of	her,	and	the	search	
begins for a nursing home. The one that accepts Medicaid has only one wing for Alzheimer’s 
patients, but it works. He visits her multiple times a week, but she doesn’t recognize him 
anymore.
 It has been a year since his funeral. I laugh at something she said. “Are you making 
fun of me?” she asks. “I’m not making fun of you,” I tell her. “I’m loving you.”
She is placed in a different home. A wrinkled child lives in her wheelchair. She talks 
incoherently. She falls asleep everywhere.

*
	 She	is	my	first	client	as	a	Personal	Care	Worker	and	has	beautiful	long	gray	hair	that	
reaches	her	waist.	Her	name	is	Jeanine.	My	first	day	with	her,	I	am	tasked	with	giving	her	a	
shower. Afterwards, she asks me to brush and disentangle her hair, which spirals down the 
arm of her blue chair. She asks me if I know how to do a French braid. I say yes, even though 
I’ve never braided hair so long. It was a sloppy braid, but it was still intact the next day.
	 We	figure	out	a	schedule	for	cleaning	and	cooking	for	each	week	and	she	writes	it	on	
a yellow notepad. I’m to cook meals every day, but the chores are always different, varying 
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from changing the bed to taking out the trash. I particularly enjoy dusting the downstairs 
entertainment center. The TV, which seems to be reserved for when her grandchildren visit, 
is	dusty	and	surrounded	by	photos,	Precious	Moments	figurines,	and	lavender	candles.	The	
pictures, mostly of her children and grandchildren, look slightly familiar if only because they 
share her almond-shaped, green eyes.
	 One	day,	when	I	am	helping	her	step	out	of	the	bathtub,	she	slips	on	the	floor.	
Thankfully, her husband is there to catch her. She leans against him, trembling. I look at 
them and I think, “This is what love looks like.”
	 The	last	week	I	serve	them,	I	gather	up	the	flowers	that	she	had	gotten	a	couple	
weeks before from a friend. They’re dying, but she doesn’t want to throw them out. “Let me 
dry them,” I say, and start on my quest for string.
	 As	I	hang	the	bouquet	of	strongly	smelling	flowers	on	the	only	available	section	of	
curtain rod, I hear Abby from “Dance Moms” yelling on the TV. I stand back and admire my 
art.
 My hands smell of Clorox and lavender on my way home.

*
	 The	automatic	doors	open	and	I	get	my	first	look	at	the	Colorado	Springs	Senior	
Center. Straight in front of me is a room with green tables and chairs. Some of the tables are 
occupied with people talking and playing cards. Three ladies, one relatively young and the 
others older, stand talking. It sounds like either saying goodbye or making plans to meet for 
dinner.
	 I	drift	off	into	the	lobby	and	am	transfixed	by	the	sight	of	a	couple	waltzing	to	a	
familiar tune in a ballroom to my left. In a corner of the ballroom, a man in a purple shirt 
plays a keyboard. His voice is smooth, but has a surprising twang. To my disappointment, the 
music ends and I hear him saying, “Thank you for coming out.”
	 The	first	two	women	to	walk	out	make	a	slow	beeline	for	my	table	and	deposit	their	
coats and bags on a chair. One wanders off after an inaudible word to her friend, who smiles 
at me and then tells me that she likes dancing alone. 
 “Dancing alone?” I repeat. 
 She nods. “My husband has bad ankles from a car crash, so he can’t move around 
like	that.	I’m	used	to	dancing	alone.	My	first	husband	had	Polio.”	She	pauses	to	wonder	where	
her friend went, and then continues. “You don’t have to worry about other people when you 
dance by yourself. You can do whatever you want.”

     *
 The smoke spirals in the evening sunshine, spreading across her overcrowded 
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apartment. She takes a drag on the cigarette, and I try not to breathe as the smoke wanders 
toward me. I ask her if she is done with her dinner. She has only eaten two of the four 
chicken wings that I heated up for her, so she tells me that I can have the rest. Nora rarely 
eats her entire meal, but she is not wasteful.
 Nora grew up in a large, poor family. Although she was born a couple years after the 
Great Depression, she seems to have adopted the saving techniques of her parents. Every 
two-liter orange soda and root beer bottle is washed out and put to the side of the sink 
because	“we	can	find	some	use	for	them.”	Often	I	try	to	plug	in	the	vacuum	cleaner	behind	an	
armchair	and	find	these	empty	bottles	in	the	way	of	the	outlet.	
 Over the last four months, Nora has gone from expertly pushing a walker to sitting 
in	a	wheelchair	three	quarters	of	the	time.	Her	narrow	living	room	is	difficult	to	maneuver	
around because of her two walkers and her electric scooter. She jokes that with all of the 
equipment, she could open a medical shop. 
 I start washing the dishes in the kitchen and Nora raises her small, birdlike voice to 
ask after “Spooky! Spooky, baby!” The black cat doesn’t answer or come out of the bedroom. 
“One of these days, he will get used to you and join us in the living room,” she tells me. She 
turns	her	attention	to	finding	the	brush	for	her	other	cat,	Afella.	She	calls	to	him	while	she	
sifts	through	the	piles	of	documents,	mail,	and	pages	from	her	cat	calendar.	She	finally	finds	
the brush under the notebook with her grocery list. Afella, the fat guard cat, lies down in front 
of Nora and dips his tail into the ashtray. 
 While I wash and dry the dishes, I listen to the familiar chatter that starts with her 
ex-husband, transitions with no logic into discussing her mean stepmother, and ends with 
her	current	boyfriend,	a	taxi	driver	who	is	at	least	20	years	younger	than	she.	She	finishes	
her cigarette and I offer to push her to her room. Gripping her arm, I help her onto her bed and 
tuck her in, making sure that the electric blanket is turned on. 
	 I	flip	the	light	switch	and	tell	her	goodbye;	I’ll	see	her	soon.
 Soon comes and she can’t leave the bed. She fell the other day and now she’s 
incredibly weak. She tries to come out to eat and talk with me in the living room, but I tell her 
that we’ll have lunch in bed. She tells me her boyfriend is planning to take her to Urgent Care 
if she doesn’t get better.
 The next week, Nora is in the hospital. She expects it to take only a week or two, but I 
know this is the end.
 I’m not told when Nora dies. Instead, my supervisor calls to ask if I would like to take 
on a new client.
 I think of her whenever I pass the pet food aisle in the grocery store.

*



 While I’m at the laundromat for a client, I overhear: “I’m 67. I’m a senior citizen, but I 
don’t let my age get to me. I go out and do things. And if I get murdered, I get murdered.”

*
 On our second time around the neighborhood surrounding Brookshire House, my 
grandma	sees	a	yellow	car.	“My	kid	zisa	flicker,”	she	says.	After	a	moment,	I	realize	that	she’s	
reading one of those “My kid is an honor student” bumper stickers.
 We were told that the ability to read goes last with Alzheimer’s. Even though 
Grandma	doesn’t	respond	to	her	name,	she	can	read	it	out	loud.		At	first,	we	created	a	“face	
book” with pictures of our family. She had a hard time recognizing faces, so we wrote about 
who each person was to her under each photograph. Maybe the words would help her 
memory.
 I don’t know what happened to the book. Maybe another resident took it. Or maybe 
we gave up.
 She reads another bumper sticker. The words are complete this time: “Life is good.”

*
 Susan calls me Miss Thursday. She doesn’t like to share personal information with 
me, but every once in a while, she gets curious about me. She wonders about where I live and 
about	my	plans	for	the	rest	of	the	day.	When	she	finds	out	I’m	a	student,	she	inquires	about	
my future. She asks if I’m married and when I tell her I’m single, she says, “Good. Don’t ever 
get married.”
 Because of my work’s rules, I can’t ask her about herself, but by listening to 
conversations, I learn that she was an army brat, so she lived all over the country and, for 
a while, in England and Germany. I learn that she used to have Christmas pudding in the 
British style. I learn that she got nerve damage in her arm from hitting her elbow trying to 
get her wheelchair in a van.
 Her voice is quiet, dry, and slightly malformed and she becomes frustrated when 
I can’t hear her, but winks at me to let me know that everything is okay. Every time I 
hiccup, she winks and says, “Been drinking again?” The nurse comes to check her vitals 
and administer eye drops. Susan tells the nurse that she needs a sign warning everyone to 
watch out for her because, “I’m almost 92, but I’m going to cause trouble and I’m not going 
anywhere.”

*
 My mom tells our hairdresser that she wants to dye her gray streaks. I feel my body 
instinctively start to protest, but I have to stop myself from saying anything. I don’t want my 
mom to grow older any more than she does, but I love gray hair.
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 My dad and I are walking and I stop to wait. We’re missing someone. Mom’s brown 
hair appears over the edge of the hill. She looks happy, but tired. “My legs are starting to hurt,” 
she says. I take her hand, glad that we’re almost to my apartment and that we didn’t go on a 
harder walk.
 It’s hard looking at my parents and seeing their hair turn a different color. While I 
might like silver whiskers, I don’t like what it means. I don’t like hearing of their new hurts 
and complaints. I don’t like to think that in twenty years or so, I will be taking care of them 
just like they’ve taken care of their parents.

*
 The nurse tells Susan, “We have to get you up walking more. Your bottom is starting 
to take the shape of your armchair.” Susan smiles sheepishly. 
 Sometimes I walk in and see her pushing her red walker across her sparse and 
narrow living room. I know she doesn’t want any assistance, but I can’t help imagining her 
frail	legs	slipping	or	collapsing.	I	try	to	watch	her	progress,	but	I	find	myself	organizing	the	
dishes	that	live	on	the	left	side	of	the	sink	and	filling	the	water	bottles	before	she	falls	into	
her blue armchair.
 Susan tells me to throw out the unopened chips because she doesn’t want them. I 
almost reprimand her, but I remember that she is seventy-years my elder, not a child. 
 My Thursday/Friday schedule at Susan’s:
	 1.	Microwave	pancake	or	waffle	for	breakfast	with	a	side	of	fruit.	Sometimes	she	
prefers scrambled eggs or oatmeal.
 2. Empty potty chair. I look away as I dump it into the toilet. When she has a bowel 
movement, she apologizes for the smell. 
	 3.	Make	bed.	Fold	the	quilt	(purple	flowers	with	pink	backing)	four	times	and	set	the	
blue transfer sheet on top. Put a new pad on and make sure it is close to the pillows.
 4. Make dinner bowl. It usually consists of cut up bison or beef, mashed or cut 
potatoes, and a mix of vegetables. She chooses from canned spinach, peas, wax beans, green 
beans, beets, and sometimes fresh squash.
 5. Show her the premade sandwiches and set aside three halves for her lunch. 
Choices are: Egg white, turkey, almond butter and strawberry jelly, meat, or shrimp. Every 
once in a while, she wants vanilla ice cream or pound cake for dessert.
 On Saturday, I take the laundry to the closest laundromat with the envelope of cash 
provided on the counter.

*
 I’m sitting at a skate park, writing. A 70-year-old man–white beard, little hair–rides



up on a bike and sits next to me. Instead of resting for a brief time, he watches for forty 
minutes. I wonder: is he living through the skaters, is he just watching, or is he not looking 
forward to going back home?
 On his way to his bike, he tells me: “I’m glad to see you’re using a pen. It seems to be 
all screens now.” His teeth are yellow and half are missing. His accent is European, but I can’t 
quite place it. 

*
 Grandma Annie plants a sloppy, wet kiss on my cheek. I try to ignore it as I offer my 
arm to Papa, who is struggling to get up our front step. I help him into the rocking chair and 
he gives me his usual bright smile, his eyes shadowed by bifocals. 
 Before dinner, I ask him what he wants to drink. “I didn’t bring any Coke Zero,” he says 
anxiously.	“I’m	sure	we	can	figure	something	out,”	I	reassure	him.

*
 On one Saturday, Susan tells me to behave myself. I say I will, but she winks and says, 
“No guarantees, right?”

*
 The Laughter Club at the Colorado Springs Senior Center takes place in a bright 
exercise room. A “Caution! Adults Playing” sign is in the corner. When I arrive, there are only 
three women. I choose a seat next to a woman in a wheelchair. “I don’t mean to be rude, but 
my friend is going to be sitting there,” she says.
	 To	my	right,	a	woman’s	voice	teases	her:	“Yes,	you	definitely	meant	to	be	rude.”
 I walk over to the woman who spoke and sit. She looks a little like Katharine Hepburn 
in On Golden Pond:: tall, thin, with long iron hair pulled back with a blue and white kerchief. 
She asks me if I’m ready to laugh.
 Twelve more people arrive within the next couple minutes. Two of them are men. 
One of them–Bass Pro Shops hat, blue plaid shirt with pens in both pockets, Santa beard– 
spouts	maxims,	such	as,	“You	have	to	turn	your	flashlight	brighter,”	and,	“In	every	adversity	
there is a seed for the greater good.”
 The Laughter Leader says her purpose is to promote health and wellness with humor. 
According	to	her,	children	use	laughter	400	times	a	day,	but	adults	fifty	and	older	use	it	less	
than seven times per day. 
 Especially important for her audience, ten minutes of laughter can reduce pain, but 
she said that if any of their doctors warned against exercise, they shouldn’t laugh intensely 
for very long.
	 After	she	talks,	we	walk	around	like	chickens,	flapping	our	wings	and	fake	laughing.	
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On our way back to our chairs, we clap while saying, “ha ha he he he.” 
 The next animal is a lion.
 Back at our seats, we sing “ho ho ha ha he he” to the tune of “Happy Birthday.”
We tell each other that we are incredible. Audrey Hepburn’s doppelganger turns to me to say, 
“You’re incredible, so watch it.”
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Papa (A Memoir) 
Devin Searcey

This story is dedicated to my grandmother, so you can
remember even when your memory fails. 

 I suppose the story of my life starts with my birth. I don’t remember much of that, 
though.	My	birth	certificate	tells	me	I	was	born	about	a	half	hour	away	from	home	at	a	small	
hospital in Grant, Nebraska. A healthy baby–9.8 pounds, giant feet, blue eyes. My birth was 
relatively uneventful; the only interesting part was that my 17-year-old, 130-pound mother 
managed to push me out of her without help from drugs. I was raised by my grandma and 
my	papa,	with	a	bit	of	help	from	my	nanny,	Juanita.	My	grandparents	were	in	their	late	
forties when I was born. They had just gone through their midlife crisis—according to my 
father, a drunken haze of the two of them taking turns getting drunk and photographing 
whatever stupid thing they did for the family scrapbook. The two of them married and 
divorced each other three times. I was born just a few years before the end of their third and 
final	marriage.	
	 My	parents	were	married	June	28th,	1993.	My	mother	was	just	about	7	months	
pregnant; my father, I’m sure, was just about 7 months drunk. Mom grew up dirt poor in rural 
Nebraska;	the	middle	child	of	five.	Her	father	was	a	carpenter	who	kept	tearing	apart	their	
house and rebuilding it. Her mother was a Mexican immigrant, working as a nurse 72 hours 
a week. My father came from a wealthy family who lived just three exits down I-80 on Lake 
McCoughnahy. My mom moved in with Dad, Papa and Grandma right after they married, and 
the	lake	became	my	home.	Mom	and	Dad	finished	up	school	in	town	and	I	spent	my	days	
with Papa and Grandma. The two of them were entrepreneurs. They owned almost every 
business on the lake except for the local bar, Cheers. Grandma was a hardworking business 
woman despite her ailments. She spent her days between her shops, Saturday mornings 
at brunch with the Red Hat Society, and her free time at the bar drinking Coors Light with 
tomato juice, trying to convince people that it actually tasted good. Grandma loved to sit at 
the bar and tell stories. Whenever tourists were in town, she would point to a polaroid photo 
of my parents getting married that hung right above the jukebox and tell them all about how 
my parents got married right here in this bar.  
 The morning of my parents’ wedding was bright and sunny, as Grandma would  
always start. I don’t trust her much, though–it could have been raining cats and dogs the 
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entire	morning	and	she	probably	would	have	just	slurred	about	it	being	a	fine	day.	But	she	
would	tell	them	all	about	the	perfect	June	wedding	she	planned	for	the	two	of	them	and	how	
they all ended up back here and my parents said their vows right there in that bar. Grandma 
was a great story teller, but Papa was better.  
 The funny part about Papa was that he would hang out with Grandma in that bar 
almost every time she wanted to go, even though he was a recovering alcoholic. The day 
I was born, he vowed to take his last drink, and after that he started going to AA meetings 
and sometimes he would take me with him to show me off to everyone. The people in 
those meeting became my extended family. Even at 17 years old they would gawk over me 
like I was newborn baby, pinching my cheeks and rubbing my hair without any reasonable 
consent. I never once saw Papa take a drink, although that man sat there in that bar for hours 
at a time, the whiskey staring at him dead in the face. Papa was the kind of man that if he 
said he was going to do something, he did it. Or at least he would very convincingly make it 
seem like he did. 
 Papa was my role model. I spent almost every day with him, either taking care of 
Grandma or taking the boat out on the lake. Papa loved boats, so I loved boats too. Papa and 
I liked to go out boating on windy days; if we stayed just close enough to the dock and cut 
the engine, we could hear the symphony of Grandma’s collection of wind chimes bellowing 
in the breeze. We would sit there like that for an hour or so, the heavy waves rocking Papa’s 
little	speed	boat	back	and	forth.	Jet	skis	would	pass	by	and	rock	the	boat	a	little	harder	than	
we were used to, and Papa would hold me tight. I didn’t know until after he died, but Papa had 
a terrible fear of the water. 
 Grandma was the exact opposite of Papa. She loved the water, and she loved 
throwing us in. She would take us out on her giant boat and sit there drinking her bloody 
Coors, trying to push us off, which always made me angry. Papa would sit up at the wheel 
and	yell	at	her,	his	cigarette	muffling	his	words.	Grandma	loved	throwing	kids	off	boats	just	
as much as she liked throwing herself off the wagon. She was almost always saying she was 
on it at some point, but she, at best, had both her arms and legs hanging off the sides. Most 
days she would stay sober long enough to take me to swimming lessons or shopping in town, 
but once errands were over she would take us straight over to Cheers, her Coors and tomato 
juice waiting for her.
	 By	the	time	I	was	five,	I	could	handle	a	pool	stick	better	than	most	of	Dad’s	friends,	
who, like him, had taken up heavy drinking early in their teens. Nancy and Bill, the owners 
of the bar, even bought a little child sized pool table for me to play on so I would stop trying 
to hustle the boys on the real ones. Papa and Dad always encouraged me taking money from 
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their friends, though. Sometimes I wonder if Dad would slip them cash behind my back and 
tell them to lose on purpose. I didn’t have to wonder with Papa, though; I know he did. 
	 Papa	and	Grandma	got	divorced	again	when	I	was	four	or	five	years	old,	and	Papa	
left the lake and moved back to North Platte, about an hour drive away. He bought up three 
car	dealerships	and	a	rundown	motel	and	fixed	up	the	main	office	and	the	large	apartment	
attached so I could come stay with him. The motel was one of those places where people 
paid by the month and cops rolled around almost every other night to bag somebody for 
something. There was a liquor store right across the street where we would walk and Papa 
would buy a carton of cigarettes and get me whatever candy I wanted. He got a mean, old 
cat named Mittens with whom I shared a mutual hatred, but she was never around much 
anyways. 
 Every Sunday after AA, Papa would take me out to brunch on Lake Mahoney, where 
they served a buffet of eggs and seafood and chocolate covered strawberries. Papa couldn’t 
cook	at	all,	but	he	had	a	taste	for	fine	food,	and	every	week	I	went	to	see	him,	we	ate	out	for	
every meal. On weekdays we would have breakfast at a small diner under the viaduct, right 
next door to the bar he and my grandma frequented back before they moved to the lake. I 
would always order the same things as Papa: two eggs over easy with toast and hash browns. 
I only every stayed with Papa for a week or so at a time. Papa always called Grandma when 
he could tell I was getting restless, and she would wake up the next morning at 5 AM and 
drive up and do all the shopping she couldn’t do at the lake or in Ogallala. Papa and I would 
go get breakfast and then he’d help me pack up my bags so Grandma could come fetch me. 
We would always wait, sitting on the green and white upholstered porch swing; Papa with his 
shirt off smoking a pack of Camels while I kicked away the cat.
	 When	Grandma	picked	me	up,	her	car	would	be	filled	to	the	brim	with	loads	and	loads	
of just plain junk. She and Papa always stayed good friends, even after he married his last 
wife, who I always referred to as Terrible Tammy. Grandma would always come and sit with 
us on the porch swing, smoking cigarettes with Papa, gossiping about the surprising amount 
of news that occurred in a town that only had about 20 permanent residents. Papa would 
come back to the lake sometimes and take me out on his speed boat or sit on Grandma’s 
porch	and	listen	to	her	dozens	of	wind	chimes.	He	always	came	back	for	Fourth	of	July,	
which happened to be his birthday. Grandma would spend at least a thousand dollars on 
fireworks	and	all	my	step-cousins	would	come	down	and	try	and	act	like	Papa	was	their	
grandpa, even though they had their own. Papa just had more money.
 One year, I remember I was sitting at the table decorating a cake for Papa – which 
was completely illegible on account of the fact that six-year-olds just aren’t that good 
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with frosting –  when Grandma pulled into the driveway and she and Dad pulled out what 
looked	like	a	giant	rug	from	the	back	of	her	car.	It	turned	out	to	be	long	mat	of	firecrackers.	
Dad said it was 100 feet; I believed him because it stretched past our entire lawn and the 
lawns of a couple of our neighbors. I remember that night Grandma made her own half-
assed “ROAD CLOSED” signs and Dad and his brother Terry rolled that thing out right on the 
street. The sheriff came down and asked her who the hell she thought she was and she just 
cussed him out and told him to sit on the porch and not ruin Gary’s birthday. Grandma had 
a	box	of	smoke	bombs	and	baby	fireworks	for	me,	and	I	didn’t	have	to	worry	about	sharing	
with	anyone	because	all	my	cousins	were	too	old	for	them.	I	remember	I	was	throwing	fire	
crackers	at	the	toads	while	we	were	waiting	for	the	adults	to	get	all	the	good	fireworks	set	up.	
My	cousin	TJ	started	lighting	bottle	rockets	in	the	campfire	and	shooting	them	all	over	the	
place,	running	around	pretending	like	he	was	going	to	shoot	his	sister	DJ,	when	he	tripped	on	
the sand and lit one straight into me. I cried for about half an hour and Grandma said that he 
had	to	play	with	my	baby	fireworks	and	couldn’t	light	any	of	the	good	ones	anymore.	I	didn’t	
let him have any, though. 
 Dad taught me how to use a lighter at a young age. He said those stupid punk-
things were too much of a hassle. He would always let me light about one or two of the good 
fireworks;	we	would	walk	down	together	and	I	would	blacken	my	fingers	trying	to	get	the	
lighter	to	work,	then,	once	the	string	caught	on	fire,	he	would	pick	me	up	from	my	armpits	
and run me as fast as he could back up to the house. He didn’t ever need to run that fast, but 
he knew that I liked it. 
	 Grandma	saved	that	giant	firecracker	for	last.	It	stretched	out	onto	the	street	like	a	
giant snake, and had to be lit from all four corners to get it going. Everyone on the bay came 
up to watch it. Papa and I sat on the porch with all the neighbors and older folks while all 
the teenagers had climbed the telephone pole and hopped up onto the roof. It took a while 
for	the	thing	to	start,	but	once	it	did	fireworks	flew	out	of	it	four	at	a	time	for	20	minutes.	
I don’t even want to know how much Grandma spent on that thing, because it was the 
most	disappointing	display	I	had	ever	witnessed	in	the	history	of	our	Fourth	of	Julys.	The	
fireworks	barely	flew	up	into	the	air,	and	each	one	was	just	a	single	white	flare.	When	it	
finally	was	finished	Papa	just	laughed	at	it	and	went	in	and	fell	asleep	in	the	den.	Once	it	
cooled off, Dad, Terry, and the sheriff rolled it up carefully, and the sheriff started yelling 
at Grandma again because the whole thing had coated the road with black tar that still 
persisted on that road until we left the lake for good seven years later. 
 Grandma got drunk and once she was too out of it, all my cousins were a lot more 
obvious with the beers they were sneaking. Dad and his friends went up to Cheers with the 
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sheriff and everyone else who was still awake. I stayed up and waited for them to come 
home. By that time, everyone in town seemed to be drunk except for Papa, who had been out 
cold for hours. 
 I never once saw him take a drink. Dad said that when Papa was starting to get really 
sick, the doctor said having a beer could only do him good. My stepmom (1. stepmom or step 
grandmother? Stepmom wasn’t mentioned before; clarify) showed me the picture on her 
phone, the last picture anyone ever took of him. He was sitting shirtless in his recliner like he 
always did, drinking a Budweiser and wearing a trucker hat that said “Ask me if I care”. That 
was on his 67th birthday. He was too young to go, but the smoking and the diabetes caught 
up to him, and he died two months later (2. after the picture was taken? Clarify). I remember 
dad calling me in the middle of work, I had moved to Colorado with Mom a few months 
earlier,	leaving	him	and	all	the	family	behind	in	Nebraska.	He	said	he	had	bought	me	a	flight	
to Lincoln that left Denver in three hours. He didn’t tell me much; he just said that Papa was 
sick and I needed to come home. 
 Mother and I weren’t on the best of terms back then. She drove me the hour to the 
airport in silence, just listening to the radio. When she dropped me off, she gave me a hug 
and said, “I’m sorry.” That’s when I knew it was bad. Dad had a way of not keeping me in 
the loop when something was wrong, mainly to spare my feelings, and I can count on one 
hand	how	many	times	my	mom	had	hugged	me	in	high	school.	At	the	airport	my	flight	got	
delayed, so I talked on the phone for a while with my aunt Melissa, who was picking me up in 
Lincoln, while running around the airport looking to see if there was any place I could go out 
to smoke my last cigarette. Missy told me she would have a pack waiting for me when she 
picked me up. I was only 17, so I couldn’t buy my own, but I was already four years a smoker 
and going without one during stressful times made my stomach turn. 
	 The	flight	was	short,	only	an	hour	and	forty-five	minutes.	I	wondered	how	long	I	
would be in Lincoln since Dad hadn’t bought a return ticket for me. When I landed I felt the 
humid August air immediately. I never missed that humidity, and I always complained about 
it whenever I came home, but something about it was comforting this time. I lit my last 
cigarette as I waited for Missy to pick me up. We chain smoked the pack she promised me 
together as we drove the half hour to the hospital. She led me to where my father was, gave 
me a hug and left. Missy was my mother’s sister, and though she was still close to Papa, she 
didn’t feel right being there. 
 Dad, Grandma, and Terrible Tammy were expecting me in the private waiting room. 
 Dad told me that Terry would be there in about an hour, and once he got here, we 
were going to pull Papa off his life support. He said that Papa came in because of some issues 
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with his stomach, and when they opened him up, all his insides were already rotted. There 
was nothing the doctors could do but keep him steady for the family to get there. Dad and 
Grandma led me into his room.
 It was almost completely dark, except for an orange lamp in the corner that glowed 
round, dull light over the room like our own personal sunset. There were a few bunches of 
flowers,	sent	from	people	who	couldn’t	make	the	seven-hour	drive	across	the	state	that	
night. I saw Papa lying there in his hospital bed, dead center in the room. His mouth was 
gaping open like he was in some permeant state of screaming and the white sheets clung to 
his boney body. There was nothing to him at that point. The chart said that when he came in 
he weighed 103 pounds–the same as me–but you could tell he was even less at that point. 
He looked like he had already been dead for a week, but I had to convince myself that he was 
still alive. The immediate sight of him, and the realization that he was about to go, pushed 
me out of the room. I collapsed in the hallway and shoved my face into the hard, grey tile and 
dry heaved for some time. Dad came out and hovered over me, sobbing into my back.
 While I was miserable seeing my Papa go, I couldn’t imagine what was happening to 
Dad, and the thought of his sadness only made mine worse. He asked me if I wanted to go 
back in and talk to Papa, to say goodbye. So I got up and I went back into that room. To this 
day, I regret not saying a single word once I walked in there. I got just close enough to his 
body to feel the death radiating off of him, but I had to keep telling myself he was still alive. I 
tried and tried to speak, but nothing came out and I felt uncomfortable with everyone else in 
the room.
 After a while the nurse shooed us out so the doctors could check on a few things. 
Back in the waiting room, a priest came in and had us say prayers for Papa, but I wasn’t at 
all religious and the entire thing felt trite. He handed us little plastic angels and said that 
Papa would always watch over us. I smiled for a minute and remembered how Papa joked 
about him and Grandma not having a chance in Heaven for the way they treated each other. 
Terry and his wife Lisa showed up and we waited there in that hospital for a few more hours. 
Grandma took me down to the cafeteria, knowing how much I loved hospital food. Back then 
I weighed 103 pounds and I was suffering from extreme depression and eating disorders, but 
that night, I ate everything she bought me and I held it all down. The two of us went outside 
and smoked a few cigarettes with Terrible Tammy. Normally I wouldn’t put up with her, but 
we	figured	we	would	spare	her	a	bit	because	of	what	was	happening.	They	both	spritzed	
perfume on me, even though they knew this was the one night Dad wouldn’t hound 
me about it. We sat outside for a while that humid night. I tried to look up at the stars, but the 
lights of the city shone them out. There was something about looking at a starless sky on a 
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night where it felt like part of the universe was being sucked away. I remember closing my 
eyes and letting the wind blow across my face and somehow, in the middle of the city, heard 
nothing; as if I myself had died. 
 Tammy went inside before the two of us. Grandma said to me she would have 
married Papa three more times had Tammy not come around. After my parents divorced, 
I never once wanted them to get back together. But Papa and Grandma were the ones who 
raised me, and all I ever wanted growing up was for every day to be like the days on Papa’s 
porch swing. I even wished that stupid cat was still alive.
 At midnight the doctors turned off Papa’s life machine, and we sat around in his 
hospital room, listening to his last breaths. I guess I was expecting him to die immediately, 
but we sat in there for two more hours listening to him breathe. I counted the seconds 
between each empty gasp he took. The intervals in between got longer and longer, and 
I would have cried the entire time if there was anything left in me. I guess we were all 
counting, because at one point, Papa hadn’t taken a breath for three minutes, and Terry ran 
out to get the nurse. We were all sure he was gone, but then he screamed, for a split second, 
and then went back to his suffocated breathing. It was just like when Papa used to play dead 
when I was younger; he would hold his breath as long as could and then let out a shriek to 
scare me. Dad started laughing like a maniac and went on about how Papa always pulled the 
same shit on him when he was a kid, and said, “That old bastard, even on his deathbed he 
won’t stop pulling his pranks.”
 Half an hour later, Papa’s breaths were coming once every couple minutes again. 
I remember the last breath he took. I counted to three hundred and seventy-six, my heart 
pacing, just waiting for the next gasp that never came. The nurse came in and checked his 
pulse, then wrote on her clipboard his time of death: 2:13 AM. She pulled the sheet over his 
head. It hung down into his open mouth and the sight forced me out of the room. I never 
went back. I never said goodbye. 
 The next night I took the 11 PM train back to Denver. I didn’t sleep at all on the entire 
eight hour ride. I just sat there, my feet curled up into my chest on the seat, grasping tightly 
the tiny plastic angel the priest gave me as he said prayers for our family. My skull shook as I 
leaned my head against the glass window, staring up at the night sky watching as the planes 
flew	by.	The	trains	were	always	cold	and	silent	except	for	the	noise	of	wheels	on	the	track	
and the occasional whispers of the conductors waking up passengers to get off at their stops. 
Maybe this was what death was like, staring out into open darkness, watching souls board 
and part at different stops, just waiting for your port of call. Or maybe for Papa, it’s sitting on a 
boat, rocking back and forth on the waves until you can no longer hear the wind chimes sing.
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Unwavering Support 
Ashley Owen
 
 “Girls, come with me! I want to show you something!”
 Hailey and I drop our Barbies and run out of our room and into the kitchen. My father 
is standing next to my mother, who is holding Riley, the newest addition to our family. “What 
is it, Daddy?” I ask. 
 “Put on your tennies,” he instructs. “We’re going outside.”
	 Great,	I	think	to	myself	as	we	run	to	the	door	to	the	garage,	plop	onto	the	floor	and	
grab our tennis shoes. He’s just taking us out to help him do chores.
 Once we are ready, my father leads us out the back door and we walk to the gate. 
Now I am sure that we will be doing chores–the only reason to go out the gate is to go to the 
shed, and the only reasons I’ve ever had for going to the shed were chore-related. 
 But we don’t go to the shed. Instead, we walk along the outside of the fence until we 
reach	the	rear	edge	of	our	property.	Then	I	finally	notice	it–a	great	pile	of	giant	grey	rocks	
hiding	between	our	back	yard	and	the	field	to	the	east.	
 Excited, we follow our father as he begins to climb the rocks, hopping from one rock 
to the next. Well, he’s hopping. We timidly take our time–gradually and carefully applying 
weight to each rock, feeling for which ones are sturdy and which ones are wobbly. 
We were grateful that our father was there with us, making sure that we wouldn’t fall or 
get stuck. But after that day we wouldn’t need him or any other grown-up in our newfound 
sanctuary–we would be able to trust in the rocks alone to support us.  
 It isn’t long before we realize that the rocks stretch the entire length of our half-
acre plot. As we cross from one end to the other, I am amazed at how these rocks were 
conveniently	tucked	behind	our	property.	It	was	as	if	someone	wanted	to	clean	up	the	field	
behind us and swept them all to the side, like dust bunnies under the bed. But what kind of 
broom could sweep these aside? Even my father could not make them budge. 

~
 “I’m bored,” complains Hailey, putting down her Barbie, “Let’s do something else.” We 
know that she isn’t bored, she is just unhappy with the fact that my Barbie was going to 
marry the prince instead of hers. 
 “Let’s go to the Rocks,” I suggest. Everyone perks up at the idea, especially Riley, who 
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has recently become old enough to be allowed into our world. 
 We go out the back door and through the gate, walk along the outside of the fence 
until we reach the rear edge of the property. We immediately take off our shoes and leave 
them	at	the	edge	before	stepping	onto	the	first	cool	rock.	Our	parents	said	that	we	should	
always keep our shoes on, but we can’t travel as quickly or as easily over the rocks that way. 
We know the rocks by the way they feel just as much as by their appearance. 
 Yesterday we were runaway fairy princesses, but today we decide to be samurai 
warriors. We could be anything here, anything and everything. We gracefully hop from one 
rock to the next, knowing how far to leap and where to aim, speeding across them in little 
more than a minute. We know every inch of our world, and know that it will always support 
us, always be there to catch us after every leap. 

~
 Twilight–just returning from the funeral. No one speaks much. Everyone has enough 
weight–we can’t be bothered with taking on the weight of each other. Everyone knows this; 
no one bothers to share. 
 I can’t take it. It’s too heavy. I make sure no one is looking and sneak out the back 
door. Let myself out of the gate, walk along the outside of the fence until I reach the rear edge 
of	our	property.	Take	my	shoes	off,	leave	them	at	the	edge.	Step	onto	the	first	rock.	It	is	cold,	
but I don’t care. The only time I like being cold is when I am here, carrying a great weight. 
 This place is as much a sanctuary in my teenage years as it was in my single-digit 
and pre-teen years. I hop from one rock to the next, taking the same path I always take to 
my	favorite	rock.	Take	off	my	jacket	and	lay	it	on	my	rock,	lie	flat	on	my	back	and	look	up	at	
the stars. The Rocks lie there and look with me. The tears start to fall. The Rocks do not ask 
why I cry – they know why. They do not hug me or feel sorry for me. They don’t worry or try 
to make it better. They just sit there and let the weight fall from my eyes onto them. I know 
that I’ll never have to worry about burdening them–they have supported me all my life. Some 
may have wobbled, but they never fell or broke. 
 And because of them, I never did either.
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Weight 
Nicole Taylor

 He’s heavy for half a pound. Half a pound isn’t much. It is less than a shoe. Less than 
a loaf of bread. Less than a package of 10 AA batteries. But it is also him. In spite of his lack of 
material, he exists. He is here, in this moment. 
 He is heavy for being emaciated. His tiny furry body wibbles and wobbles on tiny 
feet.		The	weight	takes	a	toll	on	him.	I	look	at	him	now	and	see	him,	see	him	for	the	first	time.	
Spotted with white and black, he looks like his brother, but lacks the plethora of spots. His 
spots are small amorphous blotches that dominate most of his back, and a small patch on 
his head, as if someone painted him in a hurry. His ears sit perched atop his head, back from 
his	pink	nose	and	beady	eyes,	the	fleshy	appendages	reminiscent	of	an	elephant’s.	It’s	why	
he	is	classified	as	a	Dumbo	Rat,	his	large	flapping	ears	reminiscent	of	the	cartoon	character.	
His dark eyes stare at me. I see him. I wonder if he sees me, too. He climbs around on me, his 
exploration	not	hindered	by	his	weakness,	his	eyes	bright	as	they	reflect	the	harsh	bathroom	
lights. There are no limits for him.       
	 He	is	heavy	in	my	hand.	His	body	is	flimsy	in	my	hand.	Frail.	Fragile.	Finite.	Like	all	
things that end, he will too. A sense of urgency imbues itself within me as I hold him. An 
urgency of what is to come.
 He is heavy in my mind. A cocktail of grief and guilt weighs down upon me. Grief for 
the powerlessness I feel. Guilt for all the things I didn’t do with him when I had the time. Grief 
for all the time I threw away on others things that seemed more important. Guilt for being 
unprepared. I wipe him down with a moist paper towel, his fur dulled by age. He is beautiful. 
He is sweet. 
 He is heavy the next morning when I put him in a shoe box lined with fuzzy white 
felt.  His weak body now strong and stiff. I close the simple brown box and tape the lid with 
some packing tape left over from the move. I circle the box with left over Christmas ribbon, 
snowmen marching along in a red and gold line. After tying a bow, I make a sort of rope with 
the ribbon, enough so that I can lower him down. Down into a place that is not of choice, but 
necessity. Into a place where the useless and discarded items get put, only to be taken away. 
 He is heavy on trash day. I stare out the window with fuzzy vision. The rumble of the 
red truck shakes me. It pulls up, brakes squeaking to a halt. The man gets out; he is hurried, 
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too. The dumpster is hooked to the truck and brought up over it. In a grand show, all of the 
trash, and him, plummet down into the back of the truck. A shower of discarded things rains 
down,	a	flurry	of	muted	color.		
 The truck is heavy as it drives away, the compactor crushing down the contents. Five 
thousand pounds of pressure bear down upon him. An unconceivable amount of force. My 
pressure	is	more.	It	cannot	be	weighed	or	measured	or	quantified.	It	bears	down	upon	me.			
 I am heavy.
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Art



 Humans have always had a desire to create, to leave their mark on the world. It is this 
innate	function	that	brings	us	a	definition	of	art.	Whether	art	is	created	for	expression,	for	
purpose, or for enjoyment, it will always exist in the world and has done so despite its ever-
changing forms. From the origins of the cave paintings to the contemporary movement of 
today’s time, art has prevailed in many forms, serving as a representation for the raw sense 
of the world, whether it expresses the beauty of life or its ugly truth.
	 Contemporary	art	can	be	broadly	defined	as	works	created	in	our	current	time	
period; thus, it engages in a modern dialogue with the world. The discipline of aesthetics has 
evolved over centuries, leaving the constraints of the learned intellectual virtues of Plato’s 
time and moving towards what can be pleasing to the eye. One of the purposes of art is not 
only to embody and capture beauty, which is often romanticized, but also to present what 
can	be	ugly	about	the	world,	an	idea	that	is	uncommonly	thought.		Just	as	art	can	be	used	to	
give the eye visual pleasure, it can also be used to give the mind a dose of truth. Art can serve 
as an escape from reality, allowing us to explore fantasies outside of ourselves, while still 
reminding us to come back to live our everyday lives.
 Several types of medium and craft, including paintings, mixed media, and 
photography, are displayed in this art section of riverrun. We used a set of criteria designed 
around this contemporary lens of art, focusing on craft, emotional effect, and presentation, 
to help us examine and select the pieces in the following section. Whatever form of art is 
inspiring	to	you,	we	are	certain	that	you	will	find	this	section	to	be	illustrative	of	the	creative	
community that is UCCS.

Madeleine Binkley
Sarah Gunter

Rachel Hetrick
Maggierose Martinez

The Art Selection Committee

Editorial Introduction: Art  
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Aphrodite 
Alexandra Garcia, Sculpture
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Blue Eyes 
Kristine Henrich, Charcoal
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Cold War Reflection 
JD Sell, Mixed Media
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Crucifix 
Jasmine Dillavou, Mixed Media
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Girl With A Mask 
Su Cho, Found Objects and Threads
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Liberation 
Alexandra Garcia, Photograph
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Lone Wolf 
Kristine Henrich, Charcoal and Pastel
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Memorial Panel 
JD Sell, Mixed Media
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Northern Sky 
Jasmine Dillavou, Collage
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Pisces (Bound in Blood) 
Justin McConnel, Pencil and Ink
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Post Facto 
Su Cho, Mixed Media
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Roundroad 
Davy Mellado, Photograph
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She Decays 
JD Sell, Mixed Media
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Smuggle 
Davy Mellado, Photograph
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Vienes Volando 
Jasmine Dillavou, Collage with bat wing and found image
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Walls 
Jasmine Dillavou, Mixed Media Sculpture
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“A way a lone a last a loved a long the riverrun, past 
Eve and Adam’s, from swerve of shore to bend of 

bay, brings us by a commodius vicus of recirculation 
back to Howth Castle and Environs.”- James Joyce


